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The Congress on Sunday
questioned the need for

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
to make frequent visits to
Gujarat for campaigning and
said it was because the BJP
Government did not work and
the party was scared of its
rebels. It also attacked the BJP
for lack of employment in the
State. Addressing a rally in
Vadodara, Rajasthan Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot said the
Prime Minister had cam-
paigned on every street in the
State despite the BJP control-
ling it for nearly 30 years.

"The situation arose as the
BJP did not work for the State.
No enquiry was conducted
into the Morbi incident where
135 people died," Gehlot, who
is Congress' incharge for
Gujarat elections, said. Gujarat
voting for the Congress would

force the BJP to introspect, he
claimed.

"What is the need for PM
Modi to visit Gujarat repeatedly
when his name is enough? It is
because the BJP is scared now.
I have heard that there are near-
ly 30-35 rebels inside the BJP.
Such is the extent of anger
inside the party," Gehlot said.

For his part, addressing a
public rally at Dediapada in
tribal-dominated Narmada dis-
trict, Congress president
Mallikarjun Kharge called
Modi a "jhoothon ka sardar
(chieftain of liars)."

He said Modi tries to gain
sympathy by calling himself
poor and claiming that people
abuse him. But, Kharge said, he
himself comes from the "poor-
est of the poor and untouchable
caste. At least people drink
your tea. People do not even
drink my tea," he said.

Detailed report on P8
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Sunday attacked

the Congress and the AAP —
the BJP's main rivals in the
Gujarat elections — for being
"soft on terror for votes" as he
addressed three back-to-back
rallies and held a road show in
the diamond city of Surat.

"Gujarat and the country
need to be wary of the
Congress and like-minded par-
ties, which keep mum on big
terror attacks for their vote-
bank politics. Gujarat had for
a long time been a target of ter-
rorism. People of Gujarat were
killed in explosions in Surat
and Ahmedabad. Congress was

at Centre then, we asked them
to target terrorism but they tar-
geted me instead. Terrorism
was at peak in the country," he
said. As the curtains will come
down on campaigning on
Monday for the first phase of
polls on December 1, all the
stakeholders have gone all out
to woo voters

"Your one vote in 2014 has
created a lot of difference in
killing terrorism in the coun-
try. Let alone cities of the
country, terrorists have to think
a lot even before attacking our
borders. But Congress ques-
tions our surgical strike," he
said.

Detailed report on P8
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Sunday made

an assertion in writing that his
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) will
form the Government in
Gujarat as he held fort in Surat
where a dozen Assembly seats
are at stake.

"I am going to make a pre-
diction in writing in front of
you all. Note down the predic-
tion that the AAP is going to
form the Government in
Gujarat. After 27 years of mis-
governance, the citizens of
Gujarat will get relief from
these people (BJP)," Kejriwal,
AAP's national convener, told
media persons in a press con-
ference. He then wrote his pre-
diction on a piece of paper and
showed it to media persons and
said his predictions for the
Delhi and Punjab Assembly
elections came true, and the
same will happen for Gujarat as
well. He claimed people are so

scared of the ruling BJP that
they shy away from openly
admitting support for the AAP
in the Gujarat Assembly elec-
tions, scheduled in two phas-
es on December 1 and 5.

Urging Government

employees in the State to back
the AAP, Kejriwal also
promised the implementation
of the old pension scheme for
them by January 31 next year
if the party was in power.

Detailed report on P8
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China's rare public protests
opposing stringent Covid

lockdowns turned political on
Sunday with protestors shouting
slogans against President Xi
Jinping and the ruling
Communist Party, as the demon-
strations spread to the universi-
ty campuses in Beijing and
Nanjing. Shanghai, where thou-
sands of protestors converged at
the Wulumuqi Road — which is
named after Xinjiang provincial

capital Urumqi — witnessed
fresh demonstrations on Sunday
despite the heavy presence of
police. The protests, which began
in the morning, intensified with
the participation of hundreds of
people by mid-afternoon.
According to videos posted on
social media about the protests
in Shanghai, people were heard
openly shouting slogans such as
"Xi Jinping, step down" and
"Communist party, step down",
a BBC report said.

Continued on Page 9
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With India set to officially
assume the G-20 presi-

dency from the current chair
Indonesia on December 1,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Sunday pitched for its suc-
cess. He said it is a "huge
opportunity for India" and the
country must utilise it by
"focusing on global good."

Addressing his monthly
radio talk "Mann Ki Baat", the
Prime Minister devoted much
time talking about the G-20
meet and India's recent space
achievement.

Modi lauded a weaver from
Telangana who gifted him a
self-woven logo of the G-20
Summit. Mentioning Veldi
Hariprasad Garu who hails
from Rajanna Sircilla district of
Telangana, the Prime Minister
said he has a mastery over his
skills and he was "surprised to
see this amazing gift".

"Friends, the G-20 has a
partnership comprising two-
thirds of the world's popula-
tion, three-fourths of world
trade, and 85 per cent of world
GDP. You can imagine - India
is going to preside over such a
big group, such a powerful
group, 3 days from now i.e.
from December 1.

"What a great opportunity
has come for India, for every
Indian! This becomes even
more special because India
was awarded this responsibili-
ty during Azadi Ka Amrit Kaal,
" said Modi. He said the coun-
try "has  to make full use of this
opportunity and focus on glob-
al good, world welfare".

He said  whether it is peace
or unity, sensitivity towards the
environment, or sustainable

development, India has solu-
tions to challenges related to
these. He said "the theme that
we have given 'One Earth, One
Family, One Future' shows our
commitment to Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam".

The Prime  Minister said in
the coming days, many pro-
grammes related to G-20 will
be organised in different parts
of the country. "During this
period, people from different
parts of the world will get a
chance to visit your States. I am
sure that you will bring the
diverse and distinctive colours
of your culture to the world and
you also have to remember that
the people coming to the G-20,
even if they come now as del-
egates, are tourists of the
future." Continued on Page 9
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With law and order situa-
tion in Meghalaya

improving, Assam on Sunday
lifted the restrictions on vehic-
ular movement, allowing all
vehicles to travel to Meghalaya. 

Vehicles from Assam were
not being allowed to enter
Meghalaya due to security con-
cerns after six people were
killed following violent clash-
es along the border of the two
States. However, deployment of
heavy security and prohibito-
ry orders remain in place at the
disputed area along the Assam-
Meghalaya border.

Vehicles from Assam are
now allowed to enter
Meghalaya, a senior police offi-
cer said. "Wherever necessary,
vehicles are being escorted. In
other vulnerable areas, police
patrolling has been provided,"
he said.

Violence had broken out at
Mukroh village near the dis-
puted border between the two
States in West Karbi Anglong

district in the early hours of
Tuesday, after a truck alleged-
ly laden with illegally felled
timber was intercepted by for-
est guards from Assam. Six per-
sons, five tribal villagers from
Meghalaya and a forest guard
from Assam, were killed in the
clashes. 

An advisory was issued by
the Assam Police, asking peo-
ple to avoid travelling to the
neighbouring State following
the incident six days ago. "The
situation is still not complete-
ly peaceful in Meghalaya. There
could be attacks on people or
vehicles from Assam. Hence,
we are asking people not to
travel to that state," the police
officer said.

"If at all someone has to

travel, we have asked them to
go by Meghalaya-registered
vehicles," he said.

Police barricades remained
erected at Jorabat in Guwahati
and Cachar district, the two
main entry points from Assam
into Meghalaya. No restric-
tions, however, were imposed
on commercial vehicles like
trucks, carrying goods and
other items, the officer said.
Restrictions under Section 144
of the CrPC continued at the
clash site and surrounding
areas. Assam and Meghalaya
have a long-standing dispute in
12 areas along the 884.9-km-
long inter-State border, and the
location where the violence
took place is one of those. 

Continued on Page 9
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The Narendra Modi Stadium
in Ahmedabad has entered

the Guinness Book of World
Records for the maximum
spectator attendance during
the 2022 IPL final. Earlier
known as Gujarat Cricket
Association (GCA) Stadium,
Motera the stadium has a
capacity to host 110,000 people
which is nearly 10,000 more
than Melbourne Cricket
Ground with an official capac-
ity of 1,00,024.

On May 29 the IPL 2022
final between Gujarat Titans
and Rajasthan Royals at the
Narendra Modi Stadium in
Ahmedabad was attended by
1,01,566 people, setting a new
world record. Gujarat Titans
defeated Rajasthan Royals by

seven wickets to clinch the IPL
2022 title. "Extremely delight-
ed & proud to receive the
Guinness World Record for the
largest attendance at a T20
match when 1,01,566 people
witnessed the epic IPL final at
@GCAMotera's magnificent
Narendra Modi Stadium on 29
May 2022. A big thanks to our
fans for making this possible,"

BCCI secretary Jay Shah tweet-
ed on Sunday.

"A proud moment for
everyone as India creates the
Guinness World Record. This
one is for all our fans for their
unmatched passion and unwa-
vering support.
Congratulations to
@GCAMotera and @IPL,"
tweeted BCCI.
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The world does not seem to be catch-
ing a break! Even as some nations are

still grappling with the Covid pandemic
and yet others are still reeling under the
outbreak's socio-economic impact, the
FIFA World Cup 2022 that is underway in
Qatar is under the World Health
Organisation's (WHO) scanner. 

According to WHO experts football
fans in Qatar are at risk of catching the
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
(MERS) infection, also known as Camel
flu. The experts say that FIFA is expected
to draw nearly 1.2 million people from
around the world and this massive gath-
ering could trigger the spread of the virus.

In a study published in the journal
'New Microbes and New Infections', sci-
entists have listed Camel flu as an infec-
tion risk during the four-week-long sport-
ing event. Camels are known to be the ori-
gin of MERS, which is caused by a coro-
navirus.

MERS was recently named by the
WHO as one of the viruses with the poten-
tial to start a pandemic in the future.

Scientists, as per the study, have found
that mass gatherings pose a threat of poten-
tial infectious disease spreading rapidly.

Considered to be a deadlier cousin of the
Covid virus, Camel flu has affected dozens
in Qatar over the last decade. The virus
kills up to a third of everyone who gets
infected. Apart from Camel flu, football
fans are also face potential health-threat-
ening diseases such as cutaneous leish-
maniasis, malaria, dengue, rabies, measles,
hepatitis A and B and travellers' diarrhoea.

As per WHO, the Camel flu virus

could get transferred to humans from
infected dromedary camels. Camel flu has
been identified in dromedaries in several
countries in the Middle East, Africa, and
South Asia. The WHO also claims that
human-to-human transmission is also
possible.

Since 2012, 27 countries have report-
ed Camel flu cases, which has led to 858
known deaths due to the infection.
Symptoms of Camel flu include fever,
cough, and shortness of breath. Currently,
there's no vaccine or specific treatment is
available, but are in development.

Because the camel flu virus is zoonot-
ic, it may spread between humans and ani-
mals. According to studies, contact with
an infected person, whether direct or indi-
rect, can result in human infection.
Travellers to Qatar for the FIFA World Cup
2022 have also been warned not to touch
camels, which are thought to be the
source of the deadly infection. Worryingly,
camel rides and safari vacations are still
being advertised by tourism businesses in
Qatar. Researchers have discovered that the
large crowd at the FIFA World Cup 2022
unavoidably poses potential infectious
disease risks for the players, the fans, the
locals and the countries of the team's ori-
gin.
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Morocco stun Belgium
Doha: Morocco pulled off another
shock at the World Cup on Sunday,
beating Belgium 2-0 to leave Kevin de
Bruyne and the 2018 semifinalists in
peril of a group-stage exit. Substitute
Abdelhamid Sabiri got one past Belgium
goalkeeper Thibaut Courtois by whip-
ping in a free kick from a tight angle at
the near post in the 73rd minute for
Morocco's first goal. 

Zakaria Aboukhlal then guided a
shot into the roof of the net off a
pass from Hakim Ziyech in stoppage
time. Belgium, ranked No. 2 in the
world behind Brazil, had won its
last seven group games at the World
Cup.
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Notify that I have changed my
name from Priyam Niraj Singh
Saini to Priyam Mohan after my
marriage for  all purposes &
records. Priyam Mohan W/o
Anurag Mohan 51, Opp. Arma
Nursing Home, Ghasmandi,
Thakurganj, Lucknow.

NOTICE
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The investigation into the
death of class XII student

Ansh Tiwari appeared to have
hit the roadblock following the
ambiguity about the cause of
death in the autopsy report
which came out out on Sunday.
The police were also probing if
the the students fought over
supremacy. Ansh had died dur-
ing a fight between two groups
of students in Vibhuti Khand on
Saturday afternoon.

In the autopsy report, the
Forensic Science Lab (FSL) sci-
entists did not find any external
injury which caused Ansh’s
death. They said the viscera
should be preserved for further
investigation to ascertain the
cause of death. Ansh’s grandfa-
ther filed a case of murder
against three students and police
were planning to interrogate the
accused. The body was handed

over to the bereaved family
and it was taken to their native
village in Gonda. Meanwhile,
the families of the accused rub-
bished the allegations. The
mother of one of the accused,
whose father works with the
police department, claimed that
her son was home at the time of
the incident and was at a wed-
ding a day prior to that. The
mother of another accused,
whose father is a pick-up van
driver, also claimed her son was
at a wedding a day before the
incident was reported. Both the
women claimed that they did
not know the third accused.

Meanwhile, a couple resid-
ing in the locality told police
that they heard some students
exhorting their friends to kill
their rivals and some of them
were attacking the others with
flower pots. During the brawl,
a student fell down on the road
near a transformer.

A policeman living in the
area said he saw students attack-
ing one another and then chas-
ing one of them. “The student
being chased by his rivals fell
down while the others took to
their heels,” he said.

A woman told the police
that Ansh was accompanying a
youth older than him and was
sporting a gamchha while rid-
ing a motorcycle. Ansh’s father
Shankarachary Tiwari is
presently working with the
enforcement wing of RTO in
Barabanki. Ansh had left the
house for school but did not
reach there. Locals alleged that
the police were acting whimsi-
cally while summoning stu-
dents on the pretext of investi-
gation. “They should scan the
CCTV footage and round up
the suspects,” they said. The
police were said to be looking
for a student who passed class
XII a year ago.
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A58-year-old man ended his
life a day before his daugh-

ter’s marriage in Mohanlalganj
police station area on Saturday
night. The man, identified as
Sunil Kumar Dwivedi (58) of
Tikrasani village in the area,
was found hanging from the
ceiling with a gamchha tied
around his neck. The incident
came to light on the interven-
ing night of Saturday and
Sunday when some relatives
reached his room.

His son Ankur said Sunil
was addicted to liquor and the
relatives were not happy with
his habit. “He returned home in
a drunken state the previous
night and started abusing rel-
atives and family members.
The relatives who were there
for the wedding felt insulted
and he was given a dressing
down for his conduct. He was
probably hurt on being admon-
ished at took the extreme step,”
Ankur said. A pall of gloom
descended on the family mem-
bers who were busy preparing
for the wedding. Neighbours
were also in a state of shock.     

Meanwhile, a woman was
found hanging at her house in
Nigoha on Sunday. As per
reports, Rinki (35) had
returned home from her par-
ents’ house on Sunday morn-
ing and was found hanging
around 11 am. Her husband
Pradeep told police that his son
spotted Rinki hanging from the
ceiling. “I was working in the
field while my son was in the
house of his grandparents. He
reached the room around 11
am, only to find Rinki hang-
ing,” he said. The woman got
married to Pradeep after the
death of her first husband six
years back.

Elsewhere in Dubagga, a
67-year-old man was found
hanging from a tree in an
orchard on Sunday. Reports
said Kallu Rawat of Barawan
Kalan village in the area was
found hanging from a tree
with a plastic rope tied around

his neck on Sunday morning.
The police said that Kallu had
attempted to end his life in the
past too and that he was men-
tally unstable.

In another incident, a 45-
year-old man was found dead
under mysterious circum-
stances in Bazaarkhala police
station area on Sunday. Reports
said Lalji of Sitapur was found
lying on Meena Bakery road in
the area and was rushed to
KGMU Trauma Centre where
doctors pronounced him dead. 
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Lucknow (PNS): In a case of
cyber fraud in Hazratganj, an
80-year-old man was duped of
Rs 3.20 lakh. He lodged a
complaint in this connection
on Friday even though the
incident took place on October
8 last. Interestingly, Dr ML
Sareen of Jopling Road in
Hazratganj was duped after
being told that his bank
account would be deactivated.
Sareen said he was asked to
upload his PAN details and
generate a password for his
account.

“I could not generate the
password but got a call from an
unknown number when I was
going for the next attempt. He
said he was a support staff and
told me that he found me try-
ing to generate the password.
He lured me into downloading
an app after which I received
a message regarding deduction
of money from my bank
account,” he stated in his 
complaint.
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A forest ranger was

accused of beating a labourer
for not cooking food for him in
Bakshi-Ka-Talab police station
area. Reports said the forest
ranger called the victim on
Saturday night and asked him
why he did not cook food for
him. The labourer alleged that
he was locked in a room where
the forest ranger beat him with
an iron rod.

Lucknow (PNS): A sum of Rs
12 crore has been released for
redesigning of two parks with
the themes of ‘Happiness’ and
‘UP Darshan’. It was disclosed
by Lucknow Development
Authority Vice-Chairman Dr
Indramani Tripathi at a week-
ly meeting held on Sunday. He
said the state government
informed them about the
funds released through an
official letter which was
received on Saturday evening.
Buddha Park opposite ABV
Scientific Convention Centre
in Chowk area will be devel-
oped on the theme of
‘Happiness’ while another will
be developed adjacent to Hotel
Taj Mahal in Gomti Nagar on
the theme of ‘UP Darshan’.

The land was allotted to
the hotel to develop a green
belt but was taken back by the
development authority as the

work was not progressing in
the right direction. The VC
assured senior government
officials that the funds would
not be misused. The work
will start by the first week of
next month and the parks
will be renovated within six
months.

The parks will be beauti-
fied using waste material, dis-
carded plastic, scrap and elec-
tronic goods. The first con-
signment of the waste mater-
ial is expected to reach the city
by next week. The first meet-
ing will be held on Tuesday to
discuss the course of action.

A selfie point will be made
at the Buddha Park and there
will be cut-outs of popular car-
toon characters besides other
interesting stuff. The VC said
that the state government
would release more funds, if
needed.
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On the second day of the 4-

day International Computer
Olympiad, ‘COFAS-2022’,
organised by City Montessori
School, Rajendra Nagar
Campus I, budding scientists
from India and abroad proved
their excellence through various
competitions and also engaged
in a rich exchange of knowledge
and cultures through mutual
interaction. The students took
part in contests like Colesium
(drama), Creatores (flyer
designing), Rendition (paper
presentation), Footage (film/
presentation), etc. The series of
competitions began with the

drama contest for junior catego-
ry on the topic ‘The day the
internet died’. The participants
showcased their artistic talents.
Meanwhile, the participating
students designed flyers on the
topic ‘Futuristic machines:
Ahead of time’. The participants
also made documentary films
on sustainable development
goals, showcasing their views on
the social scene. The students
then made multi-media presen-
tations and demonstrated their
deep thinking and outstanding
computer skills. The partici-
pants displayed their concepts
and skills in the prelims of the
debate contest.
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Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath, on Sunday,

pointed out that when a triple-
engine government is at work,
including at Centre, state and
local level, development takes
place at the speed of a Bullet
train, referring to Gorakhpur.

Laying the foundation
stones of four major develop-
ment projects related to flyover,
four-laning, drainage and sew-
erage worth Rs 1,822 crore at
an event held at Veer Bahadur
Singh Sports College in
Gorakhpur, Yogi said the city
was witnessing rapid develop-
ment because of the presence
of all the nine MLAs, district
panchayat chairman and mayor
of the Bharatiya Janata Party.

He added: “We all have to
ensure that this pace of devel-
opment does not stop. There is
no dearth of funds for develop-
ment works. It is also the
responsibility of the citizens to
join the process of develop-
ment, preserve the works done
and take forward what is hap-
pening in a time-bound man-
ner. There is no alternative to
development. It is only through
development that changes
come in the lives of the citizens
and employment is created.”

He directed the officers of
the executing agencies to com-
plete all the projects in a time-
bound manner while ensuring
standard and quality. 

Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath said that
Gorakhpur, which earlier was
infamous for mafia, anarchy
and disorder, had emerged as
a model of development in
recent times. “Before 2017, the
health system here was in
ruins. Today the All India
Institute of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS) is here and super spe-
cialty services are available in
BRD Medical College hospital.
In place of the closed fertiliser
factory in 1990, there is a new
factory producing fertilisers at

the rate of 105 per cent. This
factory is proving to be a
panacea for the farmers of the
district.”

The chief minister said
that a Sainik School was soon
coming up on the premises of
the fertiliser factory itself, and
it would start operating from
the next academic session. 

“Every road in Gorakhpur
is four-lane while the
Gorakhpur-Lucknow road is
going to be six-lane. The dis-
tance between Gorakhpur and
Varanasi has been reduced to
two and a half to three hours
owing to the four-lane road.
The connectivity of roads is
also solving the problem of
traffic jams. Besides, excellent
air connectivity is also available
in Gorakhpur. There are 14
flights from here to major
cities like Delhi, Mumbai,
Bengaluru etc. The govern-
ment is providing funds for the
new airport here,” he said. 

“All the religious places,
including the Gurdwara of
Mansarovar, Suryakund,
Mukteshwarnath, Jatashankar
and Mohaddipur have become
visible. Ramgarhtal, which was
a stronghold of crime till 8-10

years ago, has developed into
the most beautiful place. Films
are being shot here now. Four
universities are functional in
Gorakhpur,” he pointed out. 

Yogi said that apart from
AIIMS and medical college, a
large number of hospitals and
services of thousands of private
doctors were available in the
district. “Gorakhpur has
become the hub of education
and medicine. Investment is
coming to Gorakhpur and local
youths are getting jobs and
employment here. People from
all over the country are also
coming here for jobs and
employment,” he pointed out.

Appreciating the coopera-
tion of citizens of Gorakhpur,
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
said that the citizens here had
never obstructed development
works. “Whenever the issue of
widening of roads arose, peo-
ple agreed to give part of their
houses, establishments,” he
remarked, adding that the
Asuran-Medical College four-
lane road, Air Force-Circuit
House four-lane road and
Mohaddipur-Jangal Kauria
four-lane road bore bear testi-
mony to this," he said.
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An MBBS student in
Hapur’s GS Medical

College and Hospital reported-
ly ended her life on Saturday
evening. A second-year stu-
dent, the girl was found dead
in the college, police said.
Prima facie, the girl student
committed suicide, according
to the police.

As per reports, the
Pilkhuwa police were
informed that a second-year
student of GS Medical College
and Hospital had hanged her-
self. The Hapur police took to
Twitter and issued a video
statement in this regard.

Pilkhuwa CO said the
probe into the case was on.
The Hapur police, along with
the forensic team, were look-

ing into the incident and more
details were yet to emerge.

Meanwhile, a 22-year-old
BSc (Nursing) student report-
edly committed suicide in
Etawah on Saturday.
According to police, Shilpi
ended her life by hanging her-
self at her house in Adda
Jalim, Etawah. Police said the
nursing student’s brother
informed them about the inci-
dent. “A nursing student
hanged herself in the Civil
Lines area. The police reached
the spot and took the body
into custody. The complaint
letter also mentioned that she
was a nursing student and
was worried about her job. The
autopsy is being conducted
and further probe is under-
way,” Superintendent of Police
(SP) Kapil Dev Singh said.

Meanwhile, a woman was
arrested in Bijnor on the sus-
picion of strangling her child
to death. It was alleged that the
woman was having an extra-
marital affair due to which she
killed her child.

Elsewhere in Azamgarh, a
policeman engaged in a verbal
spat with a woman and was
enraged on finding out that his
unruly behaviour was record-
ed by the woman. The video
has gone viral on social media. 

According to reports, the
spat was over a land dispute
and the matter is sub judice. In
the viral video, the policeman
can also be seen threatening
the woman. The incharge of
Atraulia police station had
reached the house of the
woman to allegedly take pos-
session of the land.
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Three people, including a
husband-wife duo and

their two-year-old nephew,
died in a tragic road accident
on the Delhi-Dehradun high-
way on Saturday. 

The accident led to a traf-
fic jam on the highway. 

According to the police, a
Canter loaded with goods was
proceeding towards Delhi
from Haridwar in the night.
Suddenly, the Canter's driver
lost control over the wheel as
a result of which it over-
turned. Meanwhile, a Brezza
car coming at a high speed
from Delhi collided with the
Canter and was badly dam-
aged. The people travelling in
the car were trapped in it fol-
lowing the collision. On get-
ting information, the police
reached the spot and pulled
out the people trapped in the
car and shifted them to a hos-
pital.

Mandi Kotwali in-charge

Mahavir Singh said that
Ashish Awasthi (28) of
Gautam Budbha Nagar, his
wife Nupur Awasthi (26), and
his brother Deepak Awasthi's
daughter Kashmi (2) died in
the accident while Deepak
Awasthi and his wife Ratna
Tripathi were injured. The
driver and helper of the Canter
fled after the accident. 

In another mishap, a
loader carrying wedding items
rammed into a tree near tehsil
on Dibiyapur road in Sadar
Kotwali area in Auraiya dis-
trict. A youth sitting in front
died in the accident. The
deceased was going to Jasapur,
Mangalpur in Kanpur Dehat
with goods in the loader from
Auraiya for the marriage of his
sister scheduled to take place
on Monday. 

The deceased was identi-
fied as Sandeep Kumar alias
Tanu (30) of Jasapur,
Mangalpur in Kanpur Dehat.
After the accident, the driver
left the loader and fled.
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Rashtriya Lok Dal held the
state government responsi-

ble for the DAP fertiliser crisis
and its blackmarketing in Uttar
Pradesh and demanded resig-
nation of the agriculture min-
ister.

Team RLD national con-
vener Anupam Mishra said
the crisis and the blackmarket-
ing of DAP fertiliser was due to
inefficacy of the government. 

"The fertilizer is not avail-
able at cooperative societies
while private shops are selling
the same fertilizers to farmers
at higher prices and are mint-
ing money. In view of this, it is
evident that a caucus of officials
and ministers is behind the cri-
sis," he alleged.

Mishra said this was the
season when crops were sown

and the private shop owners
knew this. "They are taking
advantage of the farmers' com-
pulsion to sow the crops dur-
ing this season. They, in con-
nivance with the officials, have
created an artificial shortage
and sell fertilizers at high
prices. The fertiliser crisis has
been continuing for a month
but the agriculture minister is
only making political state-
ments instead of addressing the
problem," he alleged.

The RLD leader said the
officials were making false
claims of availability of fertil-
izers at government run shops. 

"Such officials should be
identified by the government
and forced to resign for mak-
ing false statements. The agri-
culture minister should also
resign for failing to address the
issue," he said.
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Meerut (PTI): Senior Rashtriya
Lok Dal (RLD) leader
Chaudhary Yashveer Singh
along with several others joined
the BJP here on Sunday. Singh,
who was former regional chief
of RLD, joined the saffron party
in presence of BJP state president
Bhupinder Singh Chaudhary.

Besides him, former RLD
MLA Sudesh Sharma and other
local leaders of the party also
joined the BJP. The UP BJP chief
said the new joinings will
strengthen the party and it
would win Khatauli assembly
seat in the region by a big mar-
gin. Meanwhile, RLD Media
Incharge Surendra Sharma said
that those who could not face
challenges in the present day
politics are joining the BJP as
they did not have courage to face
the situation. The polling for the
bypolls on Khatauli, Rampur
assembly seats and Mainpuri
parliamentary constituency will
be held on December 5 while
counting of votes will take place
on December 8.
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Lucknow (PNS): Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
will address an election rally in
Karhal, one of the assembly
segments of Mainpuri Lok
Sabha constituency, on
Monday.  

Polling for the Mainpuri
parliamentary by-election will
be held on December 5.  

Samajwadi Party president
and leader of opposition in UP
assembly, Akhilesh Yadav, is an
MLA from Karhal assembly
seat. The result of Mainpuri
Lok Sabha by-election is crucial
for both the Bharatiya Janata
Party and the Samajwadi Party
as it will impact the parliamen-
tary polls in 2024.

SP chief Akhilesh Yadav
has hinted at contesting the Lok
Sabha election from Kannauj.
The BJP not only grabbed that
statement, but has also started
'Operation Karhal'. Chief

Minister Yogi Adityanath will
hold his first rally in Karhal for
the Mainpuri bypoll.
Campaigning by the chief min-
ister in Karhal is part of the
BJP's strategy to corner
Akhilesh Yadav.

Late Mulayam Singh Yadav,
founder and mentor of SP, had
contested election from
Mainpuri several times and
the SP has won from this seat
since 1996. The five assembly
segments of Mainpuri Lok
Sabha constituency are Karhal,
Jaswantnagar, Bhogaon, Kishni
and Mainpuri. Akhilesh Yadav
is an MLA from Karhal and his
uncle Shivpal Singh Yadav rep-
resents Jaswantnagar in the
assembly. Shivpal Yadav, who is
campaigning in Karhal, said, “I
have appealed to the people of
Karhal that Dimple Yadav
should get maximum votes
from this assembly segment.”
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Raghuraj Singh Shakya, the
Bharatiya Janata Party can-

didate from Mainpuri Lok
Sabha seat, said he was neither
a party hopper nor selfish and
had joined the BJP before the
Uttar Pradesh assembly election
earlier this year when
Samajwadi Party chief Akhilesh
Yadav and his uncle Shivpal
Singh Yadav were still togeth-
er. Shakya was once a close aide
of Shivpal Yadav but he left the
Pragatisheel Samajwadi Party
(Lohia) to join the BJP.

"In 2017, when no one was
siding with Shivpal Yadav, it was
Raghuraj Singh Shakya who
firmly stood with him. In 2017,
I did not get a ticket for the
assembly election, but I did not
mind. But, now you have
become one after leaving us,"
Shakya said, responding to
Shivpal Yadav's comment that
he (Shakya) was "ambitious"
and "selfish".

When questioned about
the SP’s claim that it will win the
by-election by a big majority
now that Akhilesh and Shivpal
have joined hands, Shakya said:
“When they have united, peo-
ple have also united. This will
ensure that the BJP emerges vic-
torious.”

The bypoll to Mainpuri
Lok Sabha seat has been neces-
sitated due to the death of SP
patriarch Mulayam Singh
Yadav. Mainpuri has long been
a pocket borough of the Yadav
family. Political circles interpret-
ed Shakya's nomination as the
BJP candidate as an attempt by
the saffron party to use his
proximity to Shivpal, who until
that point had not declared his
support for the SP candidate.

Shivpal then committed
support to daughter-in-law
Dimple, burying the hatchet
with his nephew, indicating
that the BJP's calculations were
incorrect. According to poll
observers, Other Backward

Class Shakyas have a significant
population -- over two lakh vot-
ers out of around 17 lakh -- in
the Mainpuri Lok Sabha con-
stituency after Yadavs.

Shakya claimed that there
was no sympathy factor that

could be working in favour of
the SP candidate. He said that
voters had taken a position
against “parivarvad” and the
BJP would win the Mainpuri
bypoll as it did in by-election to
Azamgarh and Rampur Lok

Sabha seats. When asked about
whether emotions will reign
supreme in this bypoll, especial-
ly after the death of Mulayam
Singh Yadav, the BJP candidate
said, "Emotion is only among
the SP workers. There is no
such emotion among the peo-
ple, and the people are not emo-
tional towards the SP and its
candidate. Had the public been
emotional towards the SP, its
top leaders would not be seen
moving in villages and by-
lanes to meet people. Why are
they going from door-to-door
now?” Shakya expressed confi-
dence in winning the bypoll
and said: "The people of
Mainpuri are fed up of the ter-
ror unleashed by the SP and the
'goonda raj' which was checked
by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath. Polling for the
bypoll to Mainpuri Lok sabha
seat will be held on December
5, while the counting of votes
will take place on December 8.

Lucknow (PNS): A jilted lover
shot dead a woman clerk in the
UP Transport department as
she turned down his marriage
proposal. The incident took
place on November 11 but the
body was recovered only on
Saturday.

According to police,
accused Sunny Kumar dumped
the body in a forest, returned
home and attempted to shoot
himself dead. He was admitted
to a hospital where he was said
to be unconscious. Victim
Sonika Som’s kin informed
police that she left for her
office at Bhainsali bus depot in
Meerut on her scooty on
November 11, but did not
return home. 

Her family lodged a com-
plaint with the police the same
night, alleging abduction. A
case was registered under rel-

evant sections of the IPC.
“A CCTV footage revealed

that on November 11, Sonika
parked her scooty at Sardhana
and left with Sunny on his bike.
He took her to a forest on the
outskirts of Aterana. After 40
minutes, he came back alone to
Sardhana and went to his
house,” a police officer said.
Soon after reaching his house,
Sunny attempted to end his life.
His family later rushed him to
hospital. 

Meanwhile, the search for
Sonika was on. On Saturday, a
woman’s body was found lying
in the forest near Aterana.
Sonika’s family identified the
body which was later sent for
autopsy. Sonika’s kin alleged
that Sunny was creating pres-
sure on her to marry him. He
killed her after she refused, they
alleged. Superintendent of

Police (Rural) Keshav Kumar
said, “Based on the complaint,
Section 302 (murder) of IPC
has been added to the case of
kidnapping and Sunny Kumar
has been named as the
accused.”

Meanwhile, the body of a
missing boy was recovered in
Farrukhabad on Sunday.
Santosh Sharma’s son Anshul
Sharma (12) had gone missing
from Kaimganj Kotwali area of
the district on Friday. The
family members tried to search
for him, but to no avail.  On
Saturday, they lodged a missing
complaint with the police. On
Sunday morning, the body was
found lying in the gooseberry
orchard of Ramesh, who is a
resident of Param Nagar, in the
neighboring Raipur village. It
was suspected that the boy was
strangled to death.
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Lucknow (PNS): Bahujan
Samaj Party supremo
Mayawati on Sunday expressed
concern over the number of
undertrial prisoners belonging
to weaker sections in jails of
the country.

“The jails of the country
are full of undertrial prisoners
with minor crimes and belong-
ing to poor, uneducated and
weaker sections. They are
largely living in pathetic and
inhuman conditions. It is a
matter of sorrow and con-
cern. What is needed is a
human approach, right process
and action under the rule of
law,” she said while taking to
Twitter. Mayawati said it was
appropriate to express concern
on this national issue by
President Droupadi Murmu in
front of the country’s leaders
and policymakers on
‘Constitution Day’.  

“The country is moving
towards development, so what
is the need for more jails?
Proper consideration and
action is necessary on this
fundamental question of the
president,” she added.

It was not the first tweet of
the BSP president on the grow-
ing problems in the country
and the state as she has been
periodically cornering the gov-
ernment on the issue of unem-
ployment and inflation. 

Earlier, she had tweeted
that in view of poverty and
backwardness prevalent in the
country, people who toil hard
to make ends meet are reeling
under inflation and unem-
ployment as they curse the
government everyday for the
high prices of flour, pulses, rice,
salt, oil, etc. “But instead of
addressing these problems, the
government mostly remains
silent, why so? Now the price
of flour has also reached about
Rs 37 per kg in a year even as
people are feeling restless, frus-
trated. If there is hopelessness,
the least the government can
do is stop being careless,” she
had tweeted.
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Reiterating his government's
commitment to establishing

Ayodhya as a religious, Vedic
and spiritual city with world-
class facilities, Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath said that the
double-engine government
would present Lord Ram's
birthplace as a global tourist
destination depicting New
India's New Uttar Pradesh
before the world. 

Launching as many as 46
development projects worth Rs
1,057 crore in Ayodhya and
addressing the ‘Prabuddhjan
Sammelan’ on Sunday, Yogi
Adityanath said, “Projects worth
Rs 30,000 crore have been
approved by the state and
Central government for the
development of Ayodhya. The
double-engine government is
committed to the city’s all-
round progress. The govern-
ment will not only promote the
religious, cultural and spiritual
significance of the place but will
also develop basic amenities for
the welfare of the people.” 

The chief minister on the
occasion also distributed keys,
cheques and certificates to the
beneficiaries of various govern-
ment schemes. On the occa-
sion, Yogi said, “Since morning,
my colleague ministers, public
representatives and senior offi-
cials of 12 departments in
Ayodhya have been inspecting
the plans and sites to monitor
the pace and the progress of the
ongoing projects.” 

He went on to say that
under Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's leadership, a
grand temple of Lord Rama
was finally being built after a
long wait of 500 years. “India
will also be seen leading the top
20 countries in formulating
plans for peace, prosperity,
harmony and public welfare
under the leadership of Prime
Minister Modi.” 

Addressing intellectuals
representing different fields,
the chief minister said, “We
must plan our strategy visual-
ising Ayodhya, Uttar Pradesh
and the country we aspire to
live in 2047. We must discharge
our duties as responsible citi-
zens and must work for the
development as a whole.” 

“Prime Minister Modi's
arrival in Deepotsava shows his
loyalty and dedication to
Ayodhya. The construction of
the grand Ram temple is the

result of the strong will of
Prime Minister Modi,” Yogi
added. Highlighting the trans-
formation of Ayodhya, the
chief minister said that under
the Smart City Mission, roads
were being widened, dangling
wires had been removed and
basic facilities for the conve-
nience of the citizens were
being provided. In addition,
along with a safe city, proper
bus stations were being devel-
oped, he added. 

“Before 2017, Ayodhya

remained submerged in dark-
ness, however, today, the city is
illuminated by LED lights with
regular and uninterrupted sup-
ply of electricity,” Yogi said in
a sharp attack on the previous
governments. The double-
engine government turned
Ayodhya into a municipal cor-
poration. The Ram ki Paidi has
been developed as grandly as
the Har ki Paidi, the chief
minister added. The chief min-
ister said that along with devel-
opment, Ayodhya was also

bringing possibilities for invest-
ment. “In UP, 45 lakh new
houses have come up in rural
and urban areas. One lakh
houses are being made avail-
able through the CM Awas
Yojana,” he pointed out. In a
veiled attack on the previous
governments, Yogi said, “Rule
of law has been established in
UP. Those who roamed like
‘dadas’, are driving carts today
with their heads bent low. We
must lead our life with digni-
ty and become self-reliant.”
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As Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath visited

Ayodhya on Sunday, he per-
formed 'aarti-poojan' and wor-
shipped Ram Lalla at the Ram
Janmabhoomi complex. The
chief minister also offered
prayers at Hanuman Garhi
temple.

The chief minister, during
his visit, also took stock of the
ongoing works at Ram
Janmabhoomi and monitored
the progress. After this, the
chief minister reached Tedhi
Bazar and inspected the vari-
ous under-construction sites
and the multilevel parking. 

Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath visited Ram Lalla
temple and Hanuman Garhi in
Ayodhya for the fourth time in
40 days. Earlier, on October
19, the chief minister had
reached Ayodhya to inspect
the preparations for
Deepotsav.  On October 23, he
had worshipped along with
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi during the Deepotsav.
On October 24 again, the
chief minister had prayed for
happiness, well-being and
prosperity of all in Uttar
Pradesh before Ram Lalla and
at Hanuman Garhi and on
November 27, the chief min-
ister, during his visit to
Ayodhya, worshipped Ram
Lalla and offered prayers at
Hanuman Garhi temple again.
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Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath on Sunday held a
meeting to review the ‘Ayodhya
Vision Document 2047’ in
Ayodhya. The chief minister
was on a one-day visit to
Ayodhya to inaugurate the

Ramayana fair. Over 200 pro-
jects are being rolled out under
this development plan. These
projects are being executed
by UP Rajkiya Nirman Nigam,
UP State Construction and
Infrastructure Development
Corporation Limited, Ayodhya
Development Authority,
Ayodhya Municipal
Corporation, Public Works
Department, National
Highway Authority of India
and other departments of the
government. An official
spokesperson revealed that the
document provides for putting
up indicators about
shops/markets and public

places in various languages in
the town, considering the visit
of international travelers. It
also provides for the develop-
ment of public places in such
a way that it projects the tem-
ple town as the city of Lord
Ram with the depiction of
Ramayana's characters.

The use of the latest tech-
nology in the temple town has
also been included. It propos-
es using design competition for
the development of kunds, or
water bodies there. The docu-
ment highlights that there are
108 'kunds' in the temple town
that are to be restored. An app
will also be developed in order

to provide the latest informa-
tion about temples and other
public facilities.

Earlier, while speaking at
the review meeting, Yogi said
that the Bharatiya Janata Party-
led government in the state was
committed to giving greater
dimensions to the develop-
ment of Ayodhya and bestow-
ing on the temple town the
identity of an international
spiritual city. 

He further assured Prime
Minister Narendra Modi that
his government would follow
directives or suggestions of
the Union government about
Ayodhya's development.
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The Mahakumbh in 2025
will be unparalleled in

grandeur and will also show-
case a ‘New Uttar Pradesh’ of
‘New India’. It will showcase the
state's administrative capacity,
rich culture and tourism pos-
sibilities. Official sources here
said that Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath had asked officials
to ensure that the event's man-
agement in 2025 was so effi-
cient that the state outperform
its achievements during the
2019 Kumbh.

The chief minister, accord-
ing to the government

spokesman, asked officials to
focus on the need to ensure
quality and adherence to time-
lines in the tender work relat-
ed to the event. He directed that
a committee be formed under
the divisional commissioner to
monitor projects on a weekly
basis.

The chief minister pointed
out, "For the first time, Kumbh
2019 was given a new logo. The
Akshayvat and Saraswati Koop,
closed for 450 years, were
opened for darshan. Over 24
crore devotees and pilgrims
took a dip in the river Ganga.
The president, prime minister,
chief ministers of various states

and other dignitaries including
ambassadors of 70 countries
and more than 3,200 NRIs
came to Prayagraj Kumbh-
2019."

To ensure proper sanitation
during the mega event, the
chief minister said that the
number of toilets should be
increased and special arrange-
ments should be made for the
cleaning staff to ensure their
stay and remuneration.

He directed officials to
increase the number of ghats as
well as the length of ghats. To
ensure that the Ganga is clean
and flows uninterrupted, an
action plan will be made to

complete ongoing projects for
river cleanliness in all districts
from Bijnor to Prayagraj.

Coordination will be main-
tained with the Finance depart-
ment to ensure timely release
of funds so that no work is
delayed. For enhanced securi-
ty, the chief minister stressed
that arrangements should be
made for adequate manage-
ment in case of fires and disas-
ter events. The police should
have access to fire equipment,
anti-terrorist surveillance, bag-
gage checking equipment, river
barricading, among others, for
better disaster management,
he added.
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Lucknow (PNS): Aam Aadmi
Party leader Sanjay Singh asked
the Union government why the
fuel price had been kept high
when crude oil price had depre-
ciated in the international mar-
ket. Singh said there was a price
drop in crude oil for the last 10
months but the government had
not lowered fuel prices in the
country. “The crude oil price is
89 dollar per barrel presently and
will touch 70 dollar figure in the
months to come in view of the
current global political situation.
But the public is not getting ben-
efit of the drop in crude oil price.
The oil companies and
Petroleum ministry are silent on
the issue,” he said. He was react-
ing to reports of the alleged fuel
theft in LMC. Singh said corrup-
tion was deep rooted in the
municipal corporations and BJP
leaders, corporators and munic-
ipal corporation officials were
behind it.
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Lord Ram is the living
embodiment of true reli-

gion and duty. In every role, he
emphasised the most on duties.
Wherever his teachings
reached, they paved the way for
welfare of humanity, said Uttar
Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath. 

While inaugurating the
41st Ramayana Mela in
Ayodhya on Sunday, Yogi
Adityanath said, “Lord Ram's
name itself is a mantra which
fills enthusiasm, will power and
positivity in every person. It is
our responsibility to establish
Lord Ram’s birth place as the
most beautiful and developed
city in the world.”

The chief minister and
president of Shri Ram
Janmabhoomi Trust, Mahant
Nritya Gopal Das Ji Maharaj,
also released a booklet ‘Tulsi
Dal’ based on Ramayana Mela
on the occasion.

Yogi said that the organi-
sation of Ramayana Mela
infused cultural and spiritual
energy. “The construction of a
grand Ram temple is a matter
of pride and inspiration for all
countrymen. Deepotsava has
established Ayodhya’s glory at
the global stage,” he said.

“In 2018, on Vivah
Panchami, I visited Maa Janaki
temple in Janakpur. At that
time, Ayodhya and Janakpur
had become the factors of con-
necting the two mediums of
Aryavrat, at present they have
become powerful mediums of
cultural ties between India and
Nepal. May cultural ties reach
new heights,” the chief minis-
ter said. “Many misconceptions
were spread during the Ram
Janmabhoomi movement. In
the last five years, Ayodhya has
undergone massive transfor-
mation. The organisation of
Deepotsava is making Ayodhya
return to its glorious form as it
was in the Tretayuga,” Yogi said. 

The chief minister said
that Ayodhya had its own
greatness. “Ramayana shows
the path for the welfare of not
only humans, but for all the liv-
ing beings,” he said. 

The chief minister said
while increasing the work of
Ayodhya Research Institute,
there should be new research
on Ramayana. “With the devel-
opment of Ayodhya, the
Panchkosi, 14 Kosi, 84 Kosi
parikrama will be further
expanded so that during the
parikrama, people are remind-
ed of the struggles of Lord's
exile. Work is also being done
to provide basic facilities to the
devotees,” he said.  

“Ayodhya is going to be
connected through waterways.
It is our endeavour to have
public transport facilities in
Saryu and to develop Ayodhya
as an export hub. In future,
events such as Ramayana Mela
should be organised in a grand
manner," Yogi said.
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Lucknow (PNS): The Samajwadi Party has demanded imme-
diate removal of the district magistrate and senior superin-
tendent of police of Mainpuri where bypolls will be held on
December 5. Avinash Kumar Rai is the DM and Jai Prakash
Singh the SSP of Manipuri. A delegation of the Samajwadi
Party, led by former UP Assembly Speaker Mata Prasad Pandey,
met Chief Electoral Officer Ajay Kumar Shukla and submit-
ted a memorandum of demands. Pandey demanded that both
the officers of Mainpuri be relieved of all poll-related duties
and impartial officers be posted in the district.

Pandey alleged that the Mainpuri DM and SSP were exert-
ing pressure on the members of district panchayat and block
pramukh to mobilise support and vote for BJP candidate
Raghuraj Singh Shakya.  He said free and fair polling process
in Mainpuri was not possible as long as the present DM and
SSP remained in the district.
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Union Bank of India (UBI)
on Saturday held out-

reach camps at its branches of
Mau Region under the direc-
tion of the DGM Kamal Singh
Rawat, visited from the
Central office, Mumbai of
the bank and under the lead-
ership of the field chief of the
region Mithilesh Kumar. The
insurance of a total of 10,000
persons was made in the out-
reach camp under Pradhan
Mantri Suraksha Yojana and
the insurance of a total of
2,500 persons was made

under Pradhan Mantri Jeevan
Jyoti Yojana, while the enroll-
ment of a total of 2,200 per-
sons was made under Atal
Pension Yojana and the bank
accounts of a total of 1,000
children was opened under
Union Muskan Yojana.
Kamal Singh Rawat and
Mithilesh Kumar also visited
Shabd Play School, Sainik
School of Nursing and
Sunbeam School. They apprised
of these schemes to the various
banking correspondents and
trainees in a training pro-
gramme organised in Rural
Training Institute, Mau.  
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In a tragic incident, a scooty-
borne brother-sister duo was

killed while their elder sister
seriously injured when the lat-
ter lost control over the two-
wheeler which after hitting the
roadside fencing angle fell into
a pit on Agra-Lucknow
Expressway on Sunday noon.
The injured girl was admitted
to a trauma centre in Lucknow.
PRV cops rushed to the spot
and apprised the kin of the
deceased and injured. Neha
(22), daughter of Shesh Nath of
Kedrupur, Giraiya Bazar,
Jahangir Nagar (Ambedkar
Nagar) along with her younger
brother Avinash (18) and sis-
ter Sakshi (16) was going to
Bhanger, Sector 82, Noida, on
scooty. Their mother Sadhna
was employed in a private
company there. Around 12
noon near Lodhakikur village
of Auras police station area of
Unnao Neha dozed off and lost
control over the two-wheeler

which, after hitting the road-
side fencing angle fell into a pit.
Due to speed of scooty being at
80 km/hour, Neha fell into the
pit across the fencing while
Avinash and Sakshi, after col-
liding with the iron angle, sus-
tained serious head injury and
were killed on the spot. Police
sent the injured Neha to
Lucknow trauma centre.
UPEIDA officials and PRV
cops said the helmet was hang-

ing separately on scooty while
the injured Neha had plugged
in her earphone. 

SHO Raj Kumar said kin of
the deceased and injured had
been apprised of the incident
and further action would be
initiated on their arrival. 

Meanwhile an adolescent
boy was killed while his father
sustained minor injury when a
speeding dumper knocked
down their bike near Afzalpur

village under Vidhnu police
area on Sunday afternoon.
Dumper driver escaped from
the spot with the vehicle after
the incident. There was mar-
riage ceremony in the inlaws’
place of factory worker Pappu
Prajapati of Sona Rampur,
Sachendi. On Sunday after-
noon he had left for there with
family members. After making
his wife Gudiya and daughter
Kajol sit in a bus, he proceed-
ed on bike with the son Ansh
(13). A speeding dumper
knocked them from behind
near Afzalpur village. After
Ansh fell on the street, he was
run over by the dumper and
killed on the spot. As Pappu fell
on the other side with the
bike, he sustained minor injury.
On hearing about the incident,
when Gudiya and Kajol rushed
to Vidhnu Community Health
Centre, they fell unconscious.
SHO Yogesh Kumar Singh said
on the basis of complaint, FIR
would be lodged and action
would be taken in the matter. 
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The plastic goods godown of
a trader situated behind the

GRP barrack under Rail Bazar
police station are suddenly
caught fire on Saturday after-
noon. GRP inspector along
with force rushed to the spot
and carried out rescue opera-
tion. Meanwhile, Rail Bazar
police called the fire brigade
which controlled the fire with
the help five fire tenders. In the
godown of plastic trader situ-
ated behind the GRP barrack,
a fire broke out on Saturday
afternoon. It soon engulfed
the entire godown with devas-

tating flames going out of the
premises. Panic prevailed
among the local residents who
came out of their houses. GRP
inspector Ram Krishna
Dwivedi along with team
rushed to the spot. On the
information of Rail Bazar
police, five fire tenders were
pressed into service. There was
no damage to railway proper-
ty lying behind the GRP bar-
rack. Cause of incident could
not be ascertained.  

WOMAN KILLED: A
woman living separately from
her husband and daughter in a
rented house in Shiv Nagar of
Rania police area of Kanpur

Dehat, was killed. After stran-
gling her assailant escaped by
locking the house from outside.
The incident came to light
when the landlord reached
there on Saturday afternoon.
police along with forensic team
carried out investigations.
Munni Devi (45) wife of Vir
Singh of Hanumant Nagar,
Gangaganj Kapili, Panki, lived
alone in Jitendra Tewari’s house
on rent in Shiv Nagar, Rania,
Kanpur Dehat. On Saturday
afternoon when Jitendra
Tewari reached her house he
found a lock on its gate and
suspected something amiss.
Peeping through the window,

he found the slippers and other
goods of Munni Devi lying
there. With the help of local
residents, he broke open the
lock and found Munni Devi
lying dead on the bed. During
primary investigation, she
appeared to have been strangled.
Sniffer dog went up to a nearby
factory and returned from there.
Police apprehend involvement of
any factory worker in the incident.
Circle Officer Prabhat Kumar
said investigation was on in the
matter. The woman had
informed the family about her
being employed in a hospital.
Efforts were on to ascertain the
name of the hospital, CO said. 
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Under the nationwide inten-
sive awareness campaign

2022 being organised by the

Reserve Bank of India from
November 1 to 30, Bank of
Baroda took out a ‘prabhat
pheri’ from Lajpat Bhavan,
Motijheel on Saturday.  It was
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Ebullience and vivacity
gripped the grounds of Seth

Anandram Jaipuria School as it
celebrated its 48th Founders’
Day here on Saturday. Rajat
Kapoor, National Awardee,
eminent Indian actor, film-
maker and playwright was the
chief guest for the day. The cel-
ebration commenced with the
blessings and good wishes of
the Chairman Shishir Jaipuria
and in the gracious presence of
Vinod Mehrotra, advisor,
Jaipuria Group of Educational
Institution. The programme
commenced with the lighting
of lamp. Principal Shikha
Banerjee presented the Annual
School Report highlighting the
achievements of the students.

Dr Rajaram Jaipuria
Achiever’s Award was con-
ferred on alumnus  Ronojit

Mukherjee, presently working
as a Sr. Partner Development
Manager Qlik, New York, for
his exemplary track record of

personal and professional life.
The annual prize distribution
was held to laud the efforts of
academic achievers.

Madhushree Bhaumik, Vice
Principal (Junior School) coor-
dinated the ceremony.
Academic accolades were
awarded to class toppers and
ICSE and ISC Board toppers
for the academic session 2022-
23. The chief guest appreciat-
ed the talent and hardwork of
the students and motivated
them with his inspiring words.
The entire event was based on
the theme “Sanskar – The
Epitome of Humanity”. The
programme was an ensemble of
music, dance, enactment and
creativity galore. The campus
came to life and resonated
with a thunderous applause,
extolling the performers with
immense love and support.
The colourful and vibrant art
exhibition ‘Sanskriti’ –
Traditions Redefined was a
cynosure of all eyes and won
commendations by all present.
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Kanpur Development Authority (KDA)
has handed over the physical posses-

sion of House No 43ML, Jarauli, to its allot-
tee Shiv Devi after getting it vacated from
the illegal occupier on Saturday. This was
carried out in compliance with the
Allahabad High Court orders dated July
19, 2021, and contempt writ petition
No.5479/2022 in a writ No.9008/2021 Shiv
Devi vs State of UP and others. In the light
of court orders KDA Vice-Chairman
Arvind Singh directed the officials of its
Engineering and Enforcement depart-
ments to immediately get the house vacat-
ed from illegal occupier and handover the

keys to the original allottee Shiv Devi.
During the drive, police force, including
women cops, were present. 

DEMONSTRATION: Activists of
Bajrang Dal and Vishwa Hindu Parishad
(VHP) staged demonstration in a unique
style at Chakeri police station on Sunday.
They recited the ‘Hanuman Chalisa’ and
raised a question on the ‘functioning’ of
the thana police. They staged an agitation
alleging the cops of freeing an accused of
conversion from the police station itself.
On being assured of action against the
accused, they called off the agitation.
According to a girl of Chakeri police sta-
tion area, she had developed friendship
with a youth through Instagram about

seven months ago. Gradually they had a
love affair. During Eid and Navratra fes-
tivities, she suspected youth’s activities and
came to know that his real name was Adil
of Jajmau. He had established friendship
with her by changing his name. When the
she stopped talking to him his friends
indulged in vandalism at her office and house
and hurled abuses. He started pressing her
for conversion and marrying him. On her
complaint, police took the alleged youth into
custody and charged him with act of breach
of peace. To press for initiating penal action
against the alleged youth, Bajrang Dal and
VHP activists including Anand Singh, Ajay
Singh, Hemant Senger staged a demon-
stration at Chakeri police station.
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Four-day 23rd annual
national conference of the

Indian Association of Private
Psychiatry (IAPP) concluded at
Swatantrata Bhawan in Banaras
Hindu University (BHU) here
on Sunday. On the last day,
leading psychiatrists from India
and abroad presented their
views related to mental ill-
ness. About 1,000 psychiatrists,
psychologists and others par-
ticipated in the conference and
explained in detail about men-
tal problems related to the
people including children and
women. They also expressed
their views on the common
mental diseases and what
should be done for their pre-
vention. Dr Rajesh Nagpal
threw light on the new medi-
cines to make mental patients
healthy. Dr Tanu Singh shared
her thoughts about the mental

problems related to women.
Many speakers were of the
view that after the COVID-19
pandemic period, there was a
lot of change in the behaviour
of people as they used to get
very angry on minor issues.
During this, doctors discussed
how to keep women and chil-
dren stress-free in the family.

During the session, doctors

discussed the diseases caused
by excessive use of mobile
phones. They suggested that
people should not use mobile
phones for more than 50 min-
utes daily. They also appealed
to the parents not to spoil the
life of small children by giving
them mobile phones in order
to amuse and please them and
if possible, switch off the

mobile phone at night and
communicate with family
members face to face so that
one can remain stress free.
The experts said that to get rid
of mental illness, laughing is a
good habit to reduce stress and
they felt that today mental
problems in society are bigger
than before and the same
should not be ignored.
Conference chairman Dr Venu
Gopal Jhawar expressed his
gratitude to the doctors who
came from the country and
abroad to attend the meet and
said that it is a matter of good
fortune that such a large num-
ber of psychiatrists got
acquainted with so much new
information. 

On the occasion, Dr
Mohini Jhawar, Dr Rajesh
Nagpal, Dr Tanu Kant Mittal,
Dr Indira Sharma, A D’Souza,
Dr Avinash Desai, Dr Tanu
Singh etc were also present.
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The Vishwa Vedic Sanatan
Sangh on Sunday organised

a seminar in Rathyatra here in
which the speakers took a
pledge to evacuate all the tem-
ples grabbed by Mughals.   The
national president of Sangh
Santosh Singh said that there
was a need to handle the mat-
ter relating to the Gyanvapi
issue emphatically and
demanded an inquiry into
video leak by the central inves-
tigation agency.   The speaker
took a pledge to evacuate the
temples which were grabbed by

Mughals and laid an emphasis
on ensuring the participation of
the people in the Gyanvapi
issue.    The national president
Singh also emphasised on extend-
ing the organisation and in this
order, announced the names of
new office-bearers of the organ-
isation. Ajit Singh conducted the
seminar and Siddhnath Singh
presided over it while other
main who expressed their views
were Man Bahadur Singh and
Anupam Dwivedi. 
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led by Deputy Zonal Chief
Ram Chandra Sachan and
Assistant General Manager,
RBI Kanpur, Mayank Kumar
Awasthi. The aim was to spread
awareness among people about
different information related to
banking, customers’ rights and
banking frauds. Starting from
the Lajpat Bhavan at 7 am, the
rally traversed through Shivaji
Gate, Tulsi Upvan and ended at
the starting point. District
Manager Dipendra Shukla, Zonal
Chief of Central Bank of India
Sandeep Thakkar and around 70
officers and employees of all
prominent banks, including the
Reserve Bank of India, took
part in the rally.
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Union Bank of India (UBI)
has got a toilet construct-

ed at a girls school in Gangapur
under its Social Corporate
Responsibility (CSR) which
was on Saturday inaugurated
by the General Manager of the
bank Dhirendra Jain and
Regional Manager BP Das.
The bank also held a pro-
gramme in JMS School in
Danganj and apprised the peo-
ple of bank’s Muskan Yojana
under which the account of
minors could be opened at
zero balance.   In another pro-
gramme organised by the bank
in Danganj, the Corporate
GM of bank Arun Kumar and
FGM Girish Joshi talked about
the benefit from the habit of
saving and apprised of the
schemes such as Pradhan
Mantri Surakasha Bima
Yojana, Pradhan Mantri
Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana and
Atal Pension Yojana and
informed that the account
holders could avail the benefit
of these scheme on the mini-
mum annual premium of Rs 20
and Rs 436 per year. And,
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there is a provision of provid-
ing an amount of Rs 2 lakh in
case of the death of the account
holders and Rs 1 lakh in case
of permanent loss of the
account holders in the accident.

The benefit of these
schemes at such a low rate is
being provided in the accounts
of the beneficiaries as per the

directive of the government at
centre, they said and appealed
to the people to avail the ben-
efit of these schemes. 

All these schemes are avail-
able at all the branches of the
bank and the customers could
get detailed information about
the scheme by contacting the
branches, they added.
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Under the auspices of
Central Board of

Secondary Education (CBSE),
a workshop on gender sensi-
tivity was on Saturday organ-
ised at Samne Ghat branch of
Sunbeam Academy, here. The
workshop was part of the skill
based programme of the CBSE.

The principals and teach-
ers of more than 50 schools
come under Prayagraj region of
CBSE participated in the work-
shop which was jointly inau-
gurated by the Secretary of
Sunbeam Academy Group
Jagdeep Madhok, Director
Poonam Madhok, Deputy
Director Dr GP Mishra,
Principal Dr KK Panda and the
workshop experts of CBSE
Rajiv Mohan Pandey & Aplona
Das.

The experts threw lights on
the importance and require-
ment of gender sensitivity at
length and also pacified the
curiosity of the participating
teachers by answering their
questions. The role of teachers
on gender sensitivity in the pre-
sent circumstance was also
discussed in detail.     

The Principal of the branch
Dr Panda said that at the time
when students have become
sensitive, there is an urgent
need of gender sensitivity and
added that the CBSE is con-
tinuously making efforts to
impart knowledge to the teach-
ers and students as well in this
direction. The administrator of
school Dr Nishant Singh and
others were present on the
occasion.
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Under the auspices of Spic
Macay, a programme of

storytelling was organised at
Sunbeam Annapurna here on
Saturday. The aim behind
organising this programme
was to apprise the students of
the art of storytelling.   The
Chairman of Sunbeam
Educational Group Deepak
Madhok, Director Bharti
Madhok, Deputy Director
Amrita Berman and Principal
Mamata Jaiswal inaugurated
the programme by lighting the
ceremonial lamp. The story-
tellers Dr Himanshu Vajpayee
and Dr Pragya Sharma threw
light on various methods and
significance of storytelling and
encouraged the students to take
interest in this interesting art.
They also showed the art of sto-
rytelling in an effective way and
also pacified the curiosity of the
students by answering their
questions. The dialogue could
be established with the audience
with storytelling, they said.   
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General Manager (GM),
North Central Railway

(NCR), Satish Kumar inspect-
ed the Prayagraj Niranjan
Overbridge. Kumar inspected
the Prayagraj yard remodelling
work in depth. On the occasion
a review meeting was organised
under the chairmanship of the
GM in Sankalp Auditorium of
Prayagraj division. During the
meeting, station redevelop-
ment work was discussed with
officials of Construction
department and directed to
complete the work smoothly
and on time. The GM took in-
depth information related to
other important subjects in
the meeting and also gave nec-
essary guidelines.

On the occasion,
Divisional Railway Manager
(DRM) Mohit Chandra along
with officers and employees of
the headquarter and division
were present.
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Varanasi Municipal
Corporation (VMC) will

launch a special drive from
December 1 to 3 to ensure the
garbage-free city and a fine
from �500 to �1 lakh will be
imposed on those to be found
dumping the wastes on roads
by identifying them through
CCTV cameras installed in
the city. The VMC has released
a toll-free number-1533 to
receive the complaints relating
to the wastes and cleanliness.
Talking to the presspersons at
his office here on Sunday, the
Municipal Commissioner (MC)
Pranay Singh informed that the
VMC has set a target to make
the city free from garbage to
present a good image of the city
before the tourists and a special
drive of 75 hours would be
launched from December 1 to
3 in the city to achieve the goal.
All the steps would be taken to
make garbage-free city, he said.
A fine from �500 to �1 lakh will
be imposed on those to be
found dumping the garbage or
domestic wastes on the roads by

identifying them through
CCTV cameras installed in the
city, the MC informed, adding
that the selfie points would also
be installed at various places in
the city under Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan and the reward would
also be given to those who
share photos or messages. An
action plan will be drafted out
for the purpose and the help of
school children will also be
taken regarding this, the MC
informed, adding that stringent
action would be ascertained
against those dumping medical
wastes on the road. A toll-free
number-1533 has been released
on which any one can lodge
complaint relating to the
garbage and domestic wastes,
he informed.
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National Pharmacy Week (NPW)-2022
was celebrated in the Department of

Pharmaceutical Sciences of SHUATS. The
theme of the 61st NPW was ‘Pharmacy of
the world-India’.  Guest lecture, quiz com-
petition, poster presentation and various
extracurricular activities were organised on
the occasion. Convener of the program
Prof Amita Verma, Head, Department of
Pharmaceutical Sciences of SHUATS
explained the role of pharmacists in soci-
ety and welcomed guests, organising com-
mittee members and participants.

Associate Dean Shalom Institute of Health
and Allied Sciences (SIHAS) Dr Sheeja
Mathew said that pharmacy is a noble pro-
fession and an important part of the med-
ical fraternity. Chief guest Dr CJ Wesley,
Joint Registrar (Administration) SHUATS
highlighted the requirement of the pharmacist
as an inventor and formulator of drugs.  He
emphasised that along with studies one
should also remain spirited for participation
in curricular activities for the development of
personality. Guest speaker of the event Dr
Nidhi Mishra, Associate Professor, Division
of Applied Science, IIIT Prayagraj explained
the computer-aided technique for invention

of a suitable drug molecule for the target dis-
ease. The programme concluded with prize
distribution ceremony. Students of M Pharm,
B Pharm and D Pharm enthusiastically par-
ticipated in all the events held during the
weeklong celebrations. Dr Vikas Kumar
organising secretary of the event, thanked
the guests, organising committee members and
participants. NPW is celebrated every year
in the third week of November. The major
focus of these celebrations is to create
awareness among public, other healthcare
providers and authorities about the NPW
theme, in specific, and about pharmacy pro-
fession and role of pharmacist, in general.
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In the wake of reports from
different parts of the country

that the children are suffering
from measles, the Health
department has alerted the
entire state including Varanasi
against the disease. The depart-
ment has issued instructions to
the health officers to be care-
ful about this. To study the
stock of situation, Chief
Medical Officer (CMO) Dr
Sandeep Chaudhary visited
several areas and inspected
the vaccination centres on
Saturday.

He inspected mainly the
areas where the families
showed indifferent attitudes
towards vaccination of children
especially in Kazi Sahadullapur
and Dhelwariya localities under
Urban Community Health
Centre (UCHC), Chowkaghat.
During his visit, the CMO
interacted with indifferent fam-
ilies and took information
about non-vaccination of chil-
dren and encouraged them to
get vaccinated. After that the
CMO held a meeting with the
medical officer in-charges of
Primary Health Centres
(PHCs) of Chowkaghat, Ashfaq
Nagar, Badi Bazar, Adampur
and others.

Dr Chaudhary directed the
medical officers to prevent
measles disease and vaccinate
all the children on time. He said
that if children with symptoms
of measles are found by visit-
ing house to house, then it
should be compulsorily report-
ed to the District Immunisation
Officer (DIO). Apart from this,
the CMO directed the private
hospitals and doctors that if a
child suffering from measles
comes to their hospitals/clinics,
then they should provide all the
information about the same to
the District Immunisation
Officer so that preventive
action can be taken in the

respective areas. The CMO
has appealed that children
must get all the vaccines
according to their age on time.
Various diseases can be pre-
vented only by vaccination.

District Immunisation
Officer Dr Nikunj Kumar
Verma said that measles is a
serious deadly disease spread
by viruses. “In measles, red
rashes start coming out which
lasts for a week and during this
period, the children suffer
problems like very high fever,
severe headache, shivering etc.
Disease resistance also decreas-
es. In severe cases, death may
also occur or brain damage

may occur,” he said, adding that
to prevent this, it is very impor-
tant to get children vaccinated.
“Children are given two vac-
cines, the first at nine to 12
months and the second at 16 to
24 months,” he added.

He also suggested that
Vitamin ‘C’ and ‘A’ should be
given in sufficient quantities in
the patient’s diet. “This increas-
es immunity and also helps the
body fight the measles virus.
Vitamin A is found in leafy
greens, carrots, paprika and
milk and eggs while Vitamin C
is mostly present in citrus
fruits like oranges and limes,”
he informed.
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Aprogramme under ongoing
month-long Kashi Tamil

Sangamam was organised by
Shree Kashi Vidwat Parishad at
Trimbak Corridor auditorium
of Kashi Vishwanath Dham
here on Sunday. The pro-
gramme was inaugurated by
lighting the lamp by the Vice-
Chancellor (V-C) of MGR
Medical University, Chennai
(Tamil Nadu) Dr Sudha
Sesayyan, along with other
scholars present on the stage.
Expressing her views, she said
that there is a description of
various forms of Shiva in Tamil
Nadu.

She said that Lord Shiva as
Natarajan is more worshiped in
Tamil Nadu while describing
the different forms of Shiva.
She praised the organisers for
showing their respect to the vis-
itors from Tamil Nadu.
President of Kashi Vidwat
Parishad Padma Bhushan Prof
Vashishtha Tripathi spoke on
spiritual knowledge and promi-
nently described the glory
of Shiva. He expressed grati-
tude to the scholars of Tamil
Nadu.

In the second session,
Vanvani Vidyasagar who came
from Kanchi Kamkoti dis-
cussed the five forms of Lord
Shiva. Prof Hridaya Ranjan
Sharma, member of Kashi
Vidwat Parishad, while
addressing the discussion ses-
sion on Shiva, said that Lord

Shiva is the God of welfare of
all. Dr Arunachal Palvaryan,
professor of Tamil Language,
Loyola College (Chennai) high-
lighted the glory of Kashi refer-
ring that Mahakavi Bharti had
said that there should be dis-
cussion in Kashi, it should be
heard in Kanchi, Tamil Nadu as
the confluence of Sanskrit and
Tamil language is wonderful in
Kashi.

Kashi Vidwat Parishad
general secretary Prof

Ramnarayan Dwivedi conduct-
ed the programme and in the
beginning, presenting the topic,
Prof Dwivedi said that Kashi is
the capital of all knowledge and
Shiva is the bestower of all
knowledge, therefore, the topic
of discussion on spiritual
knowledge and various forms
of Shiva is very important for
the education field.

Divisional Commissioner
(DC) Kaushal Raj Sharma,
Chief Executive Officer of

Vishwanath Temple Dr Sunil
Verma and others welcomed
the guests. Subramaniam Mani,
Dr Raman Tripathi, Prof Ram
Kishore Tripathi, Padma Shri
Chambukrishna Shastri and
many eminent scholars and
others were present on the
occasion. 

In the beginning, all the
guests were welcomed by
Dr Shukdev Tripathi, Dr
Sanjeev Kumar Rai and many
others.
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Aseminar was organised on
the occasion of National

Organ Donation Day as per the
advice of the secretary of
District Legal Services
Authority (DLSA) at the office
of Chief Medical Officer
(CMO) here on Sunday in
which the main speakers were
Dr Sunil Shah, ophthalmologist
and Dr Nikhil of Department
of Nephrology, Banaras Hindu
University (BHU). Addressing
the seminar, both the speakers
gave detailed information
about the purpose and impor-
tance of organ donation. They
also emphasised on creating
awareness among the people
towards organ donation.

Speaking on the occasion,
CMO Dr Sandeep Chaudhary
said that organ donation is con-
sidered a great donation. “What
can be better if someone's
death becomes the reason for
someone else's life. This day is
celebrated every year on
November 27 to raise aware-
ness about the importance of
organ donation and to remove
the misconceptions related to
organ donation,” he said,
adding that the people should
be encouraged to donate their
healthy organs after untimely
death so that the lives of needy
people can be saved.

Dr Nikhil explained
that living and dead people can
legally donate organs in India.
“Every year 1.5 lakh kidneys are

needed in the country, while
only 3,000 are available. In
lieu of about 25,000 new livers,
only 800 are available. At the
same time, 60 lakh blind peo-
ple need eyes, but only about
22,000 people can see. It may
be surprising to know that
only 0.1 per cent of people in
India, the second most popu-
lous country, register them-
selves for organ donation. This
explains the need for organ
donation,” he said.

Dr Sunil Shah said that a
healthy person can save more
and more lives by donating his
organs after death. In this,

important organs like kidney,
heart, eyes, pancreas, lungs etc
are donated. Due to this, those
people who are in need of a
healthy organ get protection, he
said, adding that according to
the Union Ministry of Health,
a person can donate organs till
the age of 65 years. He appealed
to all to come together to take
a pledge to ‘save lives by donat-
ing organs’ and try to make
people aware.

ACMO Dr Rajesh Prasad
said that the purpose of cele-
brating Organ Donation Day is
to save lives by donating organs
to the injured and seriously ill

who are in need of organs.
Medical science has put an end
to all the myths by improving
the field of organ donation.
Now a person of any age can
donate his organs. According to
him, a person who is not suf-
fering from any chronic disease
like HIV, cancer, or heart and
lung disease can donate organs
irrespective of their age, caste
and religion. A person can
donate organs after the age of
18 years. ACMO Dr AK
Maurya, Dr Nikunj Kumar
Verma along with medical offi-
cers, health workers and others
were present on the occasion.
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Two youths were killed while
the third was sustained

seriously injured after the
mobike on which they were
travelling was hit by a speeding
pick-up van near Mauaima
toll plaza on the Prayagraj-
Pratapgarh highway on Sunday.
On getting information, police
reached the spot and took the
bodies into possession. The
injured was admitted to a hos-
pital for treatment.

Two youths from Dubahi
village of Mauaima and a youth
from Delhupur area of
Pratapgarh were coming
towards Mauaima at a high
speed riding on the bike. The

pick-up vehicle rammed into
their motorcycle near Ramphal
Inari toll plaza in Mauaima.
Mohd Faizan (22) of Dubahi
village who was driving the
bike and Zeeshan Ahmed (16)
of Purela police station,
Delhupur, Pratapgarh, died on
the spot. Mohammad Aqib
(20) of Bulat Sawar Dubai,
was seriously injured.

On information of passers-
by the police reached there and
took the bodies of the deceased
into possession and sent them
for the post-mortem examina-
tion. The injured youth was
admitted to the SRN Hospital.
The family members of the
deceased also reached there.

FIRE IN SHOP CAUSES

A HUGE LOSS: Goods worth
lakhs of rupees were burnt to
ashes  when a massive fire
broke out in a shop located in
Civil Line late on Saturday
night. The fire brigade team
somehow managed to control
the fire after a lot of effort. The
cause of the fire is not clear.
However, the possibility of
short circuit is being expressed.

A cake, pastry and ice
cream shop named Paradise is
located in the Palace Cinema
complex in Civil Lines. On
Saturday night the employees
closed the shop and went
home. Suddenly smoke and
flames started coming out of it
at around 1 o’clock at night. On
seeing it someone present there

informed the police and fire
brigade. Thereafter fire brigade
team reached the spot, but by
then the fire had taken a formi-
dable form. Another fire extin-
guisher was called, with the
help of which somehow the fire
could be controlled. However,
by then goods worth lakhs of
rupees had been burnt.

Chief Fire Officer RK
Pandey said the cause of the fire
is being investigated. At pre-
sent, it is being said that the fire
broke out due to a short circuit.
On the other hand, a fire broke
out in a ‘gumti’ (kiosk) on
Mayor Road Rajapur on
Saturday night itself.
Firefighters somehow extin-
guished the fire.
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Prayagraj police is tightening
its noose around mafia

Atique Ahmed. Atique’s prop-
erties are being continuously
attached. So far his assets worth
more than six billion have
been attached. The city’s
Dhoomanganj and Pooramufti
police have found some more
benami properties of Atique
Ahmed. Police has also
received information about his
younger brother Ashraf having
many properties. Now all these
are being traced.

Dhoomanganj and
Puramufti police have come to
know that mafia Atique

Ahmed has land worth crores
at Jhalwa, Bamrauli and two
other places. Some of it is in the
name of the mafia and his
brother, while most of the land
mafia has got it done in the
name of many of his close ones.

One by one the police is
preparing the list of those close
to the mafia. Help of inform-
ers is also being taken. It is
being ascertained which land
has been bought by the mafia.
For this the help of the revenue
team is also being taken. The
police are hopeful that soon
these properties will be known.

Dhoomanganj police sta-
tion incharge Rajesh Maurya
and Puramufti police station

incharge Upendra Pratap Singh
said that the benami properties
of mafia Atique and his close
ones are continuously being
searched. Some properties have
been detected which are being
probed.

In Prayagraj the police is
about to tighten the noose on
Dilip Mishra former block pra-
mukh of Chaka. His one and a
half bigha land located in
Bharauha of industrial area
will be attached soon. This
action will be taken regarding
the case registered under gang-
ster.

Many serious cases are reg-
istered against Dilip Mishra in
different police stations.

Presently he is lodged in
Fatehgarh Jail. The properties
which Dilip Mishra had bought
or constructed with the money
earned from the crime, were
demolished by the police in the
initial period itself. Some time
ago the police of the Industrial
Area police station got infor-
mation that he has one and a
half bighas of land in Bharauha
village. When the police
inquired about it it was found
that he had bought it many
years back. Its report has been
prepared. File has been sent to
DM for attachment action.
Now the land will be attached
as soon as the order of the DM
is received.
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An impressive valedictory
function was held at Basic

Flying Training School (BFTS)
in Air Force (AF) Station
Bamrauli to mark the success-
ful completion of flying train-
ing to 23 Army Aviators of 210
Army Pilots Course. These
budding aviators went through
rigorous flying and ground
training during the past five
months under the able guid-
ance of the Commanding
Officer Wing Commander
Abhimanyu Singh. He was
commissioned in the Indian
Air Force in June 2004 as a
Flying Pilot. He is a CAT B
Qualified Training Instructor
and has more than 4700 hours
of flying experience.

Air Commodore AK
Chourasia, Air Officer
Commanding, AF Station
Bamrauli was the reviewing
officer for the valedictory func-
tion. He was received by Wing
Commander Abhimanyu
Singh, Commanding Officer of
BFTS, AF.

Air Commodore AK
Chourasia was commissioned
in the IAF as Flying Pilot in
December 1988. The Air
Officer had the privilege of fly-
ing almost all types of heli-
copters in the IAF inventory
and is fully operational on

almost all helicopters in all
roles. He is a graduate from
TACDE and was also Directing
Staff in the same elite establish-
ment. 

He has undergone staff
course from USA.  The Air
Officer also held a number of
command and staff appoint-
ments that includes Command
of a squadron, station com-
mander of a flying station. He
has held various important
appointments at Command
and Air Head Quarters. As Air
Commodore Ops (DASS), the
Air Officer successfully raised
the first Joint Special Ops Tri
Services Division (AFSOD).

During the valedictory
function, Air Commodore AK
Chourasia presented certifi-
cates to the graduating officers
and trophies to those who
excelled during the course of

training. Captain Atul Kumar
Singh stood first in Ground
Subjects, Captain Peekendra
Singh was awarded trophy for
being first in flying and also
won the trophy for Best in
Overall Order of merit.

While addressing the gath-
ering, Air Commodore AK
Chourasia congratulated the
officers, particularly those who
have excelled and won the tro-
phies. He praised BFTS for its
rich tradition of transforming
young officers into skilled avi-
ators. While highlighting the
role of these pilots in the time
of transforming technology in
aviation, he reminded them
“Military aviators of helicopters
have no margin for error while
saving lives and evacuating
people”. The reviewing officer
also urged the officers to keep
themselves updated to the

requirement and nature of
future battles. The Air Officer
lauded BFTS for its rich tradi-
tion of instilling professional-
ism and excellence in the young
aviators abiding by the institu-
tions’ motto “Setting higher
standards”.  Basic Flying
Training School is a premier
flying training establishment of
the Indian Air Force located at
Prayagraj. It was established on
December 16, 1987, to impart
ab initio training to pilots on
HPT-32 aircraft. On July 5,
1999, the school changed its
role from training Flight Cadets
of Indian Air Force to training
officers of the Indian Army,
Navy and Coast Guard. The
school was re-equipped with
Chetak helicopters on
December 26, 2005, for impart-
ing ab initio flying training to
Army officers on helicopters
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Constitution Day was
observed on Saturday. On

the occasion the oath for
nation’s unity and integrity
was administered to the official
staff and format of oath was
read by head of institutions
throughout the district, includ-
ing government offices, schools
and colleges. The main func-
tion was held at Collectorate
where District Magistrate
Divya Mittal administered the
oath to officials and appealed
to work with dedication. She
said that we have a democrat-
ic and sovereign state due to
sacrifice of our heroes. She said
that it will be real honour to the
Constitution if we worked in
the direction of strengthening
the nation. Among those who
took the pledge were ADM
(Land Revenue) Satya Prakash
Singh, SDM (Sadar)
Chandrabhanu Singh, mines
officer Ashish Chaudhary, DSO
Umesh Chand, ADIO Om
Prakash Upadhyay and other
officials.

MEETING: DIG police

(Vindhyachal range) RP Singh
directed police personnel to
make Thana Samadhan Divas
as useful as possible by dispos-
ing of all cases on merit. Such
direction was issued by him
while holding the Thana
Samadhan Diwas meeting at
Santnagar police station on
Saturday. Out of nine cases
three were solved on the spot
and for the rest joint teams,
including revenue and police,
were formed to solve them.
Inspecting the disposal of old
cases brought in Thana
Samadhan Diwas the DIG said
disposal should be done on
merit. He said maximum dis-
posal with satisfaction of par-
ties was an indication of good
policing.  The DIG inspected
Santnagar police station and
directed to keep all records
updated. He directed to keep
the police station clean. CO
Lalganj Parmanand Kushwaha
and SO Kamal Tawari were also
present during the inspection
along with other officials con-
cerned. 

BODY FOUND: The body
of a young girl was found at a

hillock under Adalhaat police
station on Saturday. The girl
had gone to attend the call of
nature on Saturday morning.
When she did not return her
father lodged  a named FIR
against Ameer Kumar of Siwan,
Bihar. After registering the
case the police started the
investigation. In the afternoon
some boys saw the body and
informed the police. SHO Vijay
Kumar Chaurasiya reached the
spot and recovered the body.
ASP Mahesh Singh Atri also
visited the spot along with dog
squad, forensic team and
directed the cops to send the
body for the post-mortem
examination. The people
apprehended rape and murder
on which the ASP said that it
could be ascertained only after
the post-mortem examination
report and further sections
will be added accordingly.

Meanwhile Dramondganj
police recovered a missing girl
on Saturday. A woman of the
area had lodged a case stating
that her daughter (20) was
missing. After registering the
case police started investigating

case through a team led by CO
Lalganj Parmanand Kushwaha.
With the help of devices,
including surveillance, the
police recovered her from
Kanpur. 

DRIVE: Under the drive to
control constructions without
approval of site plan Mirzapur
Development Authority
demolished constructions of a
proposed colony on Saturday.
Secretary of the authority Vinay
Kumar Singh said it had
brought to his notice that some
people were constructing a
colony without approval of site
plan at Chandaipur under
Dehat Kotwali police station.
He said notices had been sent
to remove the constructions
but it was not complied with so
he ordered to raze them. The
team comprising revenue offi-
cials, Dehat Kotwali police and
the officials of authority
reached the spot along with
machines and demolished the
boundary wall, partly con-
structed buildings etc. The sec-
retary said no colony will be
allowed without approval of site
plan. 
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observer. Notably, Sachin Pilot also recent-
ly asked new Congress chief Mr Mallikarjun
Kharge to initiate disciplinary proceedings
against Mr Gehlot's royalist legislators
who had boycotted the Congress Legislative
Party(CLP) meeting in Rajasthan and
convened a parallel one instead, attended
by the rebels. On the face of it, this
internecine bickering in the Congress will
simply lead to the differences among the
leaders only to deepen. 

Interestingly, Sachin Pilot has joined
Rahul Gandhi and Priyanka Gandhi in the
ongoing 'Bharat Jodo Yatra', going to enter
into Rajasthan in a couple of days 
and, hence, the party high command
eagerly wants all the belligerent leaders to
bury the hatchet as early as possible and
unitedly campaign for the party's electoral
prospects in the upcoming assembly polls
getting ameliorated, or otherwise, all the
hardships Mr Gandhi has been going
through to amass public support every-
where during the foot march, might fall on
stony ground.

Azhar A Khan | Rampur
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Sir — "The Constitution is not a mere
lawyer's document, it is a vehicle of  life and
it's spirit is always the spirit of age - Father
of Indian Constitution." Every year India
witnesses November 26 as the Constitution
day, also to honour the law minister and
architect of independent India, Dr BR
Ambedkar who played a pivotal role in
drafting the constitution of India.
Samwidhan Diwas aims to highlight the
importance, of the Indian constitution.

Our Transformative Constitution
teaches us about making decisions with a
lot of patience among people from diverse
communities. It is embedded with vision
and reflection of the future. People of India
are custodian of the longest written
Constitution. It empowers citizens, and cit-
izens empowers Samwidhan too by
respecting it religiously. The Constitution
is nobody's preserve but it is everybody’s
preserve.

Tashi Baheti | Ujjain

������	��������������	��
Sir —As per report the  single bench of the
Bombay High Court on Friday November
25 recused itself from hearing the
Enforcement Directorate’s plea seeking 
cancellation of bail granted to Shiv Sena
leader Sanjay Raut and his aide Pravin Raut
in a money laundering case. The ED had
approached the HC seeking cancellation
of bail granted to the Rajya Sabha MP 
and his aide by a special court on
November 9.

The Central probe agency had sought
an interim stay on the bail order, which the
High Court had refused. When the mat-
ter came up for hearing, the single bench
of Justice M S Karnik said, “It would not
be appropriate for me to take up this mat-
ter not before me.” The matter will now be
placed before a new bench.Sanjay Raut was
granted bail by special PMLA judge M G
Deshpande, over a hundred days after he
was arrested in the money laundering case
related to redevelopment of Patra Chawl
in suburban Goregaon. The special court,
in its order, had termed the Rajya Sabha
member’s arrest as “illegal, without reason”.
With this all is not well.

Bhagwan Thadani | Mumbai
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Sir — Obviously, the woes of the Grand Old
Party are far from over as a couple of its
leaders are hell bent upon cutting the
branch they are presently sitting on given
that the party veteran and Rajasthan Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot has renewed his
blitzkrieg against his bete noire and DY CM
Sachin Pilot by calling him a 'traitor' and
even going to the extent of accusing him
of hatching a conspiracy in collusion with
the BJP with a view to toppling the
Congress government in Rajasthan. Down
playing these charges however, Mr Pilot
reminded that such a behaviour was unbe-
coming of a senior and experienced leader
like Mr Gehlot and that the priority now
should be given to Rajasthan where the
assembly elections are due next year. In the
same vein, he advised Ashok Gehlot to con-
centrate on Gujarat where the polls are
round the corner and he(Mr Gehlot) is an
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money and could not change
their notes. On the morrow of
the occasion, many an econo-
mist or an intellectual began
using the term “informal econ-
omy” for the black economy,
because it is inappropriate for
a respectable person to plead
for something illegal.

The result of the action
was to get rid of the hoarded
cash lying wastefully. However,
its greatest service was to
interrupt for a long time, if not
forever, the printing of Indian
currency notes in neighbour-
ing countries. Simultaneously,
smuggling of goods was signif-
icantly reduced. Nevertheless,
demonetization would have
been a fleeting event, had it not
been followed by the introduc-
tion of the Goods & Services
Tax (GST).

I would like to bring in a
personal experience in this
particular regard. The sale of
our toothbrushes increased
within a fortnight. It was
indeed a welcome surprise.
Upon thinking further, we
realized that quite a few of our
competitors might not have
maintained systematic
records. Some of them were
making brushes by simply
sticking nylon into the plas-
tic handles; they had brought
these in on a friendly basis
from, say, China. The histo-
ry behind all this was that

toothbrush manufacturing
was for decades, reserved for
the small scale sector. In
short, overnight, an informal
activity turned into a formal
sector one. Apart from sales
tax, the additional fear was
that from the GST website
and the income tax depart-
ment could also monitor how
much of what product was
being sold by whom.

An incidental but a 
substantial advantage that
emerged from the introduc-
tion of the GST was the 
drastic reduction in lorry
transport time.  Post-GST, an
interstate lorry no longer has
to stop at every state border.
The lorry’s photograph and
registration are recorded by
CCTV. Earlier, the vehicle had
to queue up at the state border
to obtain clearance by the
states’ sales tax authorities.
Up to 40 per cent travelling
time has thus been saved.

Without the GST, the
demonetization move of eight
years ago would have been
say, a birth without a life to
follow up. And without
demonetization, the GST
might have been a life with-
out a birth. Yet another
advantage of GST has been
the abolition of most other
indirect taxes, starting from
the excise duty. Imagine the
expenditure saved to the tax-

payer on the one hand and
the governments, beginning
with the Centre, and ending
with the states, small and big.
As a guess, at least one-third
of India’s lorry time would
have been saved. Above all,
the tax has taken India
towards its goal of one coun-
try one tax. Moreover, the
demonetization has helped
India avoid its exploitation by
its neighbours. The veteran
political analyst and econo-
mist S. Gurumurthy has
likened the 2016 demonetiza-
tion to a “financial Pokharan”,
i.e., a nuclear strike against
not only black money, but
covert financial war against
the nation.

Assuming that in the pre-
Modi era, 50 per cent of
India’s economy was black; at
least half this amount is cur-
rently being ploughed back
into the economy as white
money. In that sense, India’s
economy has become 25 per
cent larger spontaneously. It
is also a necessary step
towards making India a more
modern economy, which is
the first necessary step, if we
aspire to make the rupee into
a convertible currency.

(The writer is a well-known
columnist, an author and a

former member of the Rajya
Sabha. The views expressed

are personal)
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Reportedly, there are
some 50 petitions
pending in the coun-
try’s courts protest-
ing the demonetiza-

tion of currency notes that was
implemented on November 8,
2016; we just passed its eighth
anniversary. Understandably, this
move by the Narendra Modi
government continues to gener-
ate much talk. In all, I have wit-
nessed three demonetizations
and therefore feel qualified to
comment on the subject. In
1946, the old 1000-rupee note
was demonetized. In 1978, high
denomination notes were ren-
dered invalid. We are today
debating the 2016 decision.

In the pre-Modi era, it was
widely believed that approxi-
mately 50 per cent of the Indian
economy generated in the coun-
try could not be tapped at all for
purposes of development. The
black money had to be spent in
less productive activities like
land deals, property transactions
and what not. Such money had
to be spent quickly in order to
keep it away from thieves and
from income tax vigilance; its
mention in any legal document
was not possible. The tax-evad-
ed money could neither be legal-
ly invested nor safely saved for
even one’s children, not to speak
of national development. In
brief, black was money only for
the time being, in contrast to the
bankable money, which was
actual wealth.

What was unusual about
Indian black money was that it
was reported to be manufac-
tured in our neighbouring coun-
tries. For example, superannuat-
ed Bihari cows used to have a
ready market at fancy prices.
West Bengal traders used to buy
our toothbrushes readily; more
especially if one did not write a
bill and accepted cash. In the
event the notes paid happened to
be jaali (counterfeit) one would
had been informed at which
shop one could change it back to
a valid note. When the thunder-
bolt of the 2016 demonetization
burst upon India, everyone up to
the upper middle class was able
to change their cash. Those who
were hit were the people who had
hoarded large sums of black
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If the 20th century AD
were dated at the same res-
olution as the 20th centu-

ry BC, the two World Wars
would be indistinguishable in
time; and the Montgomery
Bus Strike might post-date the
release of Mandela.” So wrote
the ECHOES (Exact
Chronology of Early Societies)
team of palaeohistorians at
Groningen University in the
northern Netherlands—and
then they fixed the problem.

Their new method for
dating events in the distant
past immediately got my
attention, because the first
problem they solved was the
exact date of the first
European settlement in the
New World. It was the Viking
settlement at L’Anse aux
Meadows at the very north-
ernmost tip of Newfoundland,

and the year was 1021 AD.
I was always interested in

the Norse, because I grew up
in Newfoundland and that
was already seen as the likeli-
est location of the region they
called ‘Vinland’. I read the
sagas (‘Erik the Red’ and ‘The
Greenlanders’), which were
rip-roaring tales of triumph
and treachery but distinctly
short on geographical and
chronological detail.

Then in the 1960s
Norwegian archaeologists dis-
covered the remains of eight
Norse longhouses on the
L’Anse aux Meadows site. So
the location was known, but
still not the date. The explor-
ers came from the new Norse
settlements in Greenland,
which had been founded in
985 AD, but nobody knew
how much later they arrived

in Newfoundland.
So what the hell! Let’s say

it was the year 1000 AD. The
Newfoundland Museum
declared that the year 2000
was the millennium of the
Viking settlement, the local
tourist authorities went into
high gear—and somebody at
the Museum contacted me to
write the script for the exhibi-
tion, because... well, because I
was a journalist and a
Newfoundlander.

I swallowed my doubts,
named my price, and did the
job. Not a bad job, actually,
because I could play with the
fact that the Norse in
Newfoundland had both peace-
ful and violent contacts with the
local indigenous people.

Those people, probably
related to the extinct Beothuk
of Newfoundland or the mod-

ern Innu of Labrador, were
very distant descendants of the
modern human beings who
left Africa around 100,000
years ago, turned right,
crossed all of Asia, and final-
ly arrived in North America
when the glaciers receded
about 14,000 years ago.

The Norse, on the other
hand, were the distant descen-
dants of those who turned left
when they left Africa, settled
Europe—and eventually
island-hopped across the
Atlantic. After all those millen-
nia the two streams of migra-
tion finally met up again in
Newfoundland. So I called the
exhibition ‘Full Circle’, and slid
past the question of exactly
when it happened.

But now we know. The
ECHOES team figured it out
by examining bits of wood

found on the L’Anse aux
Meadows site that had clearly
been cut with iron (European)
axes. A huge solar flare in 993
AD left a spike in that year’s
tree rings, so just count rings
out from there to the bark. The
trees died in 1021.

The specific date of L’Anse
aux Meadows doesn’t really
matter, of course, but the
technique does. Cosmic-ray-
induced surges in atmospher-
ic radiocarbon concentrations
are another new tool for fig-
uring out the past, and that is
now important work.

Two centuries ago our
knowledge of the past barely
reached back past classical
Greece and Rome: say, 3,000
years. Now scientists are work-
ing hard to puzzle out past cli-
mate states ranging from hun-
dreds to billions of years ago,

because understanding the
patterns of the past may help
us through whatever happens
next.  Every scrap of informa-
tion may be valuable.

All very well, but why
didn’t the Norse settlement
last? They abandoned their
exploration of north-eastern
North America because the
‘cash crop’ they were looking
for in Vinland turned out to be
much closer to home: ivory
from the abundant walrus
population that they could
hunt in Disko Bay, only a
thousand kilometres up
Greenland’s west coast.

They could feed them-
selves by farming and fishing,
but it was the ivory that paid
for all the things they needed
to import from Europe (tim-
ber, iron and bronze, stained
glass, etc.). Up to 5,000 peo-

ple lived in the Greenland set-
tlements for more than four
centuries, apparently quite
happy to ignore ‘Vinland’—
and then they disappeared.

Where they went or how
they died has been promoted
as a great mystery, but the real
reason is probably that the
bottom dropped out of the
European market for ivory 
in the early 15th century 
as abundant new supplies
became available from 
Africa and Russia’s new Arctic
settlements.

The climate had also
turned against the Greenland
Norse (the ‘Little Ice Age’), so
they most likely just upped
stakes and moved back to
Iceland, or even to Norway.
No massacre, no famine, just
a change in the trade routes.
It’s not always dramatic.
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(Gwynne Dyer’s new book is
The Shortest History of War)
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The Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Sebi) has pro-
posed a framework to protect
the interests of public equity
shareholders in case of listed

companies undergoing insolvency pro-
ceedings under the corporate insolvency
resolution process (CIRP) of the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC).
In 2016, the Modi Government enacted
the IBC. This legislation overrides all other
subsisting laws and gives a strong handle
to the banks for resolving non-perform-
ing assets (NPAs) of lenders.

In 2017, it amended the Banking
Regulation Act (BRA), giving RBI pow-
ers to force banks to act if they don’t on
their own. On February 12, 2018, the RBI
issued a circular that provided a founda-
tional basis for resolving NPAs. As per this
circular, for accounts with aggregate
exposure greater than Rs 2,000 crore, as
soon as there was a default in the account
with any lender, all lenders – singly or
jointly – shall initiate steps to cure the
default by preparing and implementing a
resolution plan (RP). This needed to be
done within 180 days from the date of
default.

In case, the lenders fail to meet this
deadline, they are required to refer the
account to the National Company Law
Tribunal (NCLT) which would initiate
proceedings under the IBC. The NCLT
would get 180 days to complete the res-
olution process. A further 90 days is
allowed in exceptional circumstances.
Thus, the outer limit for consummating
the process is 270 days.

The raison d’être of imposing this
timeline and involving RBI to shepherd
the exercise was to sell the NPA afflicted
entity – as a going concern in an ‘objec-
tive’ and ‘transparent’ manner and max-
imise the realisation from sale.

Under the current process, existing
shareholders get squeezed out as the CIRP
results in huge equity dilution and even
delisting—a situation arising consequent
to the new acquirer’s shareholding becom-
ing 100 per cent pursuant to the CIRP
process.

Under IBC, equity holders are consid-
ered owners of the insolvent company, and
thus fall last in the resolution plan (RP)
approved by the NCLT to receive any dues
at the time of liquidation. They don’t even
get prior intimation and forget an oppor-
tunity to present their case to the commit-
tee of creditors (CoC), which steers the
insolvency process even as the latter’s
rights are considered superior.

To address the concerns of public
equity shareholders, Sebi has proposed
they be given an opportunity to acquire
a minimum of five per cent and up to 25
per cent in the new entity. The offer will
depend on the shareholding the new
acquirer gets as a result of the RP. If a new
acquirer’s shareholding becomes 100 per
cent, the minimum offer required to be
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(The author is a policy
analyst)

made for existing public share-
holders will be 25 per cent and the
minimum acceptance five per
cent.

In the event there is no inter-
est even for five per cent of shares,
the resultant entity will be allowed
to delist. If the acquirer’s share-
holding in the resultant entity
becomes 75 per cent pursuant to
the CIRP process, there will not be
any requirement to make an offer
to public investors as their holding
will already be at 25 per cent.

The offer to acquire shares of
the resultant entity (albeit conse-
quent to the CIRP process) will not
be available to associate compa-
nies, family members of promot-
er group companies, trusts man-
aged by promoters, key manager-
ial personnel, and directors, etc., as
that will defeat the very purpose of
helping small shareholders.

The price offered to these
shareholders should be the same as
the one agreed upon by the reso-
lution applicant/new acquirer. The
Sebi proposal is logical. It could
give a fair opportunity to minor-
ity shareholders of the firm under
CIRP process to be a partner and
benefit from appreciation in share
value as and when it runs prof-
itable under the acquirer. It would
also be in sync with a minimum of
25 per cent public float that the
market regulator expects from a
listed company. But, the situation
on ground zero is different.

Even in well-run and profitable
companies, the regulator is unable
to enforce the 25 per cent norm.

The central government too
remains keen to circumvent this
norm as may be seen from its ask-
ing Sebi to exempt the IDBI bank
from the public float requirement.
By contrast, NPA afflicted firms
under CIRP face heavy odds. They
are struggling to prevent erosion
of their asset value. Of the total
5,636 CIRPs, 3,637 have been
closed. Of the closed cases, 1,703
have ended in liquidation.

The recovery by financial cred-
itors was a record low of 13.4 per
cent of the admitted claims during
October-December 2021.
Moreover, in 363 major cases,
banks took a hair-cut of 80 per cent
on an average (for some such as
Videocon, it was even higher at 95
per cent).

When there is so much erosion
in asset value and over 50 per cent
of cases ended up in liquidation,
any talk of rewarding minority
shareholders is meaningless.

Under directions of the
Supreme Court (SC), the RBI was
forced to issue a revised circular
dated June 7, 2019 in supersession
of its February 12, 2018 order. It
gives banks 180 days to come up
with RP (in addition to 30 days to
enter into an inter-lender agree-
ment or ILA). If they do not, they
are required to make an addition-
al provision of 20 per cent. If they
don’t finalize the plan within 365
days, an additional 15 per cent pro-
vision has to be made.

Unlike the February 12, 2018,
which mandates the bank to refer
the account to NCLT at the end of

180 days, under the revised circu-
lar, there is no such compulsion on
it. See it from another angle. If RP
is not implemented within one
year from the default date, the
bank has to make provision of 50
per cent - 15 per cent normal age-
ing provision and 35 per cent addi-
tional (20 plus 15). At the end of
15 months, with normal ageing
provision increasing to 40 per
cent, the total provisioning require-
ment including 35 per cent addi-
tional, will be a steep 75 per cent.

Having provided for 75 per
cent of loan amount in the balance
sheet, where is the incentive for the
bank to recover the money by ini-
tiating proceedings under the
IBC?

In short, by taking away pow-
ers from the RBI and giving too
much leeway to the banks under
the June 7, 2019 circular, the SC
intervention has rendered the IBC
process dysfunctional. This apart,
most of the NCLT rulings are chal-
lenged in the High Court and the
SC, leading to inordinate delays in
conclusion of CIRP proceedings
and resultant erosion of asset
value.

The soul of IBC mechanism
lies in timely detection of stress in
a firm and selling it as a ‘going con-
cern’ so as to realize maximum
value. Sebi’s idea of protecting
minority shareholders (in fact, all
other efforts of the government to
protect all creditors – financial and
operational – through a spate of
amendments in the law) will work
only when the soul is preserved.
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In an effort to further strength-
en the defence ties between

the two countries, India and
Australia will for the first time
participate in a joint army exer-
cise.  

It starts on Monday in
Rajasthan and will last for 11
days.  Named ‘Austra Hind 22,’
this exercise will be conducted
alternatively every year in
Australia and India.

The bilateral training exer-
cise between the contingents of
the Indian Army and the
Australian Army is scheduled to
take place at Mahajan Field
Firing Ranges (Rajasthan) from
28 November to 11 December
2022. This is the first exercise in

the series of AUSTRA HIND
with participation of all arms
and services contingent from
both armies, the defence min-
istry said here on Sunday.

The Australian Army con-
tingent comprising soldiers
from the 13th Brigade of the
2nd Division has arrived at the
exercise location. 

The Indian Army is repre-
sented by troops from the

Dogra Regiment, it said. 
The aim of the exercise is to

build positive military rela-
tions, imbibe each other's best
practices and promote the abil-
ity to operate together while
undertaking multi-domain
operations in semi-desert ter-
rain under a UN peace enforce-
ment mandate, the ministry
said. 

This joint exercise will
enable the two armies to share
best practices in tactics, tech-
niques and procedures for con-
ducting tactical operations at
company and platoon level for
neutralising hostile threats. 

"Training on new genera-
tion equipment and specialist
weapons including snipers, sur-
veillance and communication
equipment to achieve a high

degree of situational awareness
apart from casualty manage-
ment, casualty evacuation and
planning logistics at battalion/
company level are also planned,
it said. 

During the exercise, par-
ticipants will engage in a vari-
ety of tasks ranging from joint
planning, joint tactical drills,
sharing basics of special arms
skills and raiding a hostile tar-
get. 

The joint exercise, besides
promoting understanding and
interoperability between the
two armies, will further help in
strengthening ties between
India and Australia, the ministry
said.

Defence and strategic ties
between the two countries have
increased in the last few years.
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The Congress on Sunday
indicated that if the crisis

involving Rajasthan Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot and
former Deputy CM Sachin
Pilot worsened then the party
would not "shy away from tak-
ing tough decisions". 

The statement from party’s
chief spokesperson Jairam
Ramesh is significant as the
newly elected president
Mallikarjun Kharge is sched-
uled to meet his predecessor
Sonia Gandhi this week to dis-
cuss the Gehlot-Pilot tug of
war. "The organisation is most

important for us. On the issue
of Rajasthan, we will decide on
a solution which will strength-
en our organisation. For this, if
we have to take tough deci-
sions, we will take. If a com-
promise has to be made
(between the factions of Gehlot
and Pilot), then it will be
done," he said. 

Ramesh also said the
Congress leadership is consid-
ering a proper solution to the
Rajasthan issue. "But, I cannot
fix any time frame for this solu-
tion. Only the Congress lead-
ership will decide the time
frame for it," he said.  In a
dilemma over how to diffuse
the renewed crisis in Rajasthan,

Kharge has sought time from
Sonia Gandhi to resolve pre-
vailing tension. While party
said that meeting is to discuss
strategy for  Winter Session of
Parliament and also modalities
of Plenary session to be con-
vened, sources said Gehlot-
Pilot tussle is top on agenda. 

Ramesh said Gehlot and
Pilot both are equally impor-
tant for the party, but decisions
to resolve crisis in Rajasthan
will be taken to strengthen
party — not looking at indi-
vidual.  "Some unexpected
words have been spoken by
chief minister. I was also sur-
prised. But I am reiterating
myself that both are equally

important for party," Ramesh
said. The comment comes in
the context of Gehlot calling his
bete noire Pilot 'gaddar' (trai-
tor) which escalated their tus-
sle. Rahul Gandhi's Bharat
Jodo Yatra is scheduled to
enter Rajasthan in December. 

Ahead of yatra, the state
unit remains strife-torn with
Gurjar community leader Vijay
Singh Bainsla threatening to
disrupt yatra if Sachin Pilot is
not made chief minister. 

On  demands of making
Pilot chief minister, Gehlot
said he cannot be replaced by
a 'gaddar' like Pilot and accused
him of plotting to topple the
government in 2020.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Sunday attacked

the Congress and the AAP —
BJP’s main rivals in the Gujarat
elections — for being "soft on
terror for votes" as he addressed
back to back rallies and held a
road show in the diamond city
of Surat.

"Gujarat and the country
need to be vigilant from
Congress and like-minded par-
ties, which keep mum on big
terror attacks for their vote-
bank politics.

Gujarat had for a long time
been a target of terrorism.
People of Gujarat were killed in
explosions in Surat and
Ahmedabad. Congress was at
Centre then, we asked them to
target terrorism but they tar-
geted me instead. Terrorism
was at peak in the country,” he
said.

As the curtains will come
down on campaigning on
Monday for first phase of polls
on December 1, all the stake-
holders have gone all out to
woo voters

Drawing attention  of peo-
ple to alleged Congress criti-
cism of  'surgical strike' across
border by his government,
Modi asked  voters to make a
clear  choice against terror.

“Your one vote in 2014 has
created a lot of difference in
killing terrorism in country. Let
alone cities of country, terror-
ists have to think a lot even
before attacking our borders.
But Congress questions our
surgical strike,” he said. On
Sunday, the Prime Minister
addressed three rallies at
Kheda, Netrang and Surat.

Modi’s schedule includes
addressing 14 rallies between
November 27 and December 2,
according to party sources. He
will spend the night at the Surat
circuit house and hold four
more rallies on November 28,
at Palitana, Anjar, Jamnagar
and Rajkot, before returning to
Delhi.

Modi first addressed a pub-
lic meeting at Mota Varachha
in Surat after a 25-km road-
show from the airport to the
rally venue. Voting will be held
in Surat in the first phase of the
Gujarat Assembly elections on
December 1 when 89 assembly
constituencies are to go to
polls.

Raising high the poll deci-
bel and targeting the Congress,
the Prime Minister  at a pub-
lic rally at Kheda said,  "The
Congress government at
Centre was soft on terror."

Modi also mentioned Batla
house encounter which was
questioned by the top Congress
leadership.

"During the Batla House
encounter, Congress leaders
cried in support of terrorists.
Even terrorism is vote bank for
Congress. It's not just congress
now, several such parties have
risen, who believe in politics of
shortcut and appeasement",
Modi said in an indirect refer-
ence to AAP too.

"Some parties using
appeasement politics as short-
cut to power", he further said
attacking AAP which in
Gujarat election fray for second
time with 181 candidates.
Citing increasing incidents of
terrorism in Gujarat when the
Congress was at  centre, Modi
Said the then government "tar-
geted me" instead of the "ter-
rorism". "We caught terrorists
in Gujarat but then Congress
government in Delhi was sav-
ing terrorists for vote bank pol-

itics", the Prime Minister con-
tinued in his rally accusing
Congress of pursuing the
alleged politics of appease-
ment. 

Appealing to vote again for
BJP in state, he cautioned peo-
ple of rival parties' "vote bank
politics". "The specter of ter-
rorism will remain till time vote
bank politics is eradicated", he
said. All through his public
meetings, he accused Congress
and the AAP (without naming
it) of "indulging in vote bank
politics". 
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Sunday made

an assertion in writing that his
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) will
form the government in
Gujarat as he held fort in Surat
where a dozen Assembly seats
are at stake.

“I am going to make a pre-
diction in writing in front of
you all. Note down the pre-
diction that the AAP is going
to form the government in
Gujarat. After 27 years of mis-
governance, the citizens of
Gujarat will get relief from
these people (BJP),” Kejriwal,
AAP’s national convener, told
media persons in a press con-
ference.

He then wrote his predic-
tion on a piece of paper and
showed it to media persons and
said his predictions for the
Delhi and Punjab Assembly
elections came true, and the
same will happen for Gujarat as
well. He claimed people are so
scared of the ruling BJP that
they shy away from openly
admitting support for the AAP

in the Gujarat Assembly elec-
tions, scheduled in two phas-
es on December 1 and 5.
Urging government employees
in the State to back the AAP,
Kejriwal also promised the
implementation of the old pen-
sion scheme for them by
January 31 next year. 

The Gujarat government
had implemented the new con-
tributory pension scheme
(NPS) for employees joining
the service on or after April 1,
2005. 

After protests by employ-
ees, the State government had
said the new pension will not
be applicable to those employ-
ees who had joined duty before
April 2005. It also promised to
increase its contribution in
the fund to 14 per cent from
the 10 per cent earlier. 

The employees have staged
massive agitations against the
government in Gujarat while
demanding restoration of the
OPS because they believe the
NPS is not in the interest of
retiring employees. 

According to the notifica-
tion, it will make a matching

contribution of 10 per cent of
the basic pay plus dearness
allowance contributed by the
employees in the NPS fund. 

Under the Centre’s scheme,
the government will contribute
14 per cent against an employ-
ee’s contribution of 10 per cent
of his/her salary and DA with
effect from April 1, 2019.

Kejriwal said, “By January
31, we will issue a notification
for implementing the old pen-
sion scheme in Gujarat. I am
not just talking. 

In Punjab, we have issued
the notification.” Other con-
tractual employees, policemen,
state transport workers, village
computer entrepreneurs,
anganwadi workers, teachers,
health workers, talatis, sanita-
tion workers have different
issues related to grade pay, per-
manent job, increase of wages
and transfer posting, he noted.
“It is the first time in 27 years
that the BJP is so agitated. You
go out on a street and ask peo-
ple whom they would vote for.
They would either say the
AAP or the BJP.  

Those who say they would

vote for the BJP reveal after five
minutes that they and their
entire mohalla were going to
vote for broom (AAP’s poll
symbol),” Kejriwal said.

The AAP leader said look-
ing at people’s reaction it

appeared everyone was desert-
ing the BJP to vote for the AAP.

“We have contested elec-
tions in many states, but
Gujarat is the first state where
people are scared of declaring
whom they would vote for. 

The common man is
scared. Second, the Congress
voters are nowhere to be found,
and third, the BJP supporters
are going to vote for the AAP
in large numbers,” he further
claimed. 
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The Congress on Sunday
questioned the need for

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s frequent visits to cam-
paign in Gujarat and said it was
because the BJP government
did not work and the party was
scared of its rebels. It also
attacked the BJP for lack of
employment in the State.

Addressing a rally in
Vadodara, Rajasthan Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot said
the PM had campaigned on
every street in the State despite
the BJP controlling it for near-
ly 30 years.

“The situation arose as the
BJP did not work for the state.
No enquiry was conducted in
the Morbi incident where 135
people died," Gehlot, who is
Congress’ incharge for Gujarat
elections, said. Gujarat voting
for Congress would force the
BJP to introspect, he claimed.

"What is the need for PM
Modi to visit Gujarat repeated-
ly when his name is enough? It
is because the BJP is scared now.
I have heard that there are near-
ly 30-35 rebels inside the BJP.
Such is the extent of anger
inside the party," Gehlot said.
For his part, addressing a pub-
lic rally at Dediapada in tribal-

dominated Narmada district,
Congress president Mallikarjun
Kharge called Modi a "jhoothon
ka sardar" (chieftain of liars).

He said Modi tries to gain
sympathy by calling himself
poor and claiming that people
abuse him. But, Kharge said, he
himself comes from the "poor-
est of the poor and untouchable
caste". "Modiji and (Union
Home Minister Amit) Shah
ask what Congress did in 70
years? Had we not done any-
thing in 70 years, you would not
have got democracy. 

And people like you who
always claim to be poor. I am
also poor. I am from the poor-
est of the poor. I come from the
untouchable caste. At least peo-
ple drink your tea. People do
not even drink my tea," he said.

"And then you say, I am
poor, someone abused me, said
something to me, asked what
my status is. If you are trying to
gain sympathy by saying such
things, then (understand) peo-
ple are now intelligent. They are
not that foolish," he said.

Asserting that people will
listen if you lie once or twice,
Kharge asked the PM, "How
many times have you told a
lie?"He alleged Modi had
indulged in telling "lie after lie"
and was accusing the Congress
of looting the country while

himself standing with the rich.
"How many times have you

told a lie? Lie after lie. He is a
chieftain of liars. And on top of
it he says, these Congress peo-
ple looted the country. You are
also looting the land of the poor,
not giving land to the Adivasis.
Who is destroying land, water
and forest? You and the rich

people with whom you stand,
they are looting us," he alleged.

Gujarat assembly polls is
the real litmus test for Kharge
as he got less time to address the
Himachal Pradesh assembly
elections campaign which fin-
ished on November 12 just
within 15days of his taking over. 

Kharge has devised a strat-
egy to take on the BJP which
has been in power for over two
decades, in the home state of the
Prime Minister. He will address
several rallies and public meet-
ings in his four consecutive days

of stay there. 
So far, former Congress

chief Rahul Gandhi has
addressed only a single rally as
part of campaign in the State
since he has been leading the
Bharat Jodo Yatra which has
now almost completed the
halfway mark of the 3500 Km
total padyatra from
Kanyakumari to Kashmir.
Rahul did not campaign at all
in Himachal Pradesh where the
show was led by his sibling and
party’s general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi. 
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One in eight older persons
in Canada experienced

their first episode of depression
during the epidemic, says a
study. The statistics were sig-
nificantly worse for people
who had previously struggled
with depression. Nearly half (45
per cent) of this population
reported having depression by
the fall of 2020.

The analysis of responses
from the Canadian
Longitudinal Study on Aging,
which gathered information
from participants for an aver-
age of seven years, was pub-
lished in the International

Journal of Environmental
Research and Public Health.
"The high rate of first-onset
depression in 2020 highlights
the substantial mental health
toll that the pandemic caused
in a formerly mentally healthy

group of older adults." says first
author, Andie MacNeil, a recent
Master of Social Work gradu-
ate from the Factor-Inwentash
Faculty of Social Work
(FIFSW) and the Institute for
Life Course and Aging,

University of Toronto.
Although it is well known that
depression among older adults
increased during the pandem-
ic, few studies have examined
the proportion of people who
developed the disorder for the
first time or the proportion of
people with a history of the
condition who had a relapse. 

"The devastation of the
pandemic which upended so
many aspects of daily life hit
those with a history of depres-
sion particularly hard," said co-
author Sapriya Birk, a
researcher formerly based in
the Department of
Neuroscience, Carleton
University, Ottawa who is cur-

rently a medical student at
McMaster University,
Hamilton, Canada, adding,
"Health professionals need to
be vigilant in screening their
patients who had mental health
problems at an earlier time in
their life.

"The researchers deter-
mined that a number of factors,
such as low income and sav-
ings, loneliness, chronic pain,
difficulty accessing healthcare,
a history of traumatic child-
hood experiences, and family
conflict, were linked to depres-
sion in older adults during the
pandemic. Prior to the pan-
demic, older adults who felt
their income was insufficient to

meet their basic needs and
those with fewer savings were
more likely to experience
depression during the pan-
demic. "These findings high-
light the disproportionate men-
tal health burden borne by
individuals with low socioeco-
nomic status during the pan-
demic. 

Many of these socioeco-
nomic risk factors may have
been exacerbated by the eco-
nomic precarity of the pan-
demic, particularly for indi-
viduals with fewer resources,"
says co-author Margaret de
Groh, scientific manager at
the Public Health Agency of
Canada. 
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The CBI has registered a case
against Delhi resident Sikha

Pahuja and her husband
Anurag Pahuja for illegally
possessing two leopard skins.

The recoveries were made
during searches at her resi-
dential premises in Saomi
Nagar here in connection with
a separate case registered on
May 20 against Sikha, her hus-
band and their company Sikha
Developers Ltd on a complaint
from the Specialised Assets
Recovery branch of Small
Industries Development Bank

of India (SIDBI). 
After recovery of the two

animal skins believed to be of
leopard, Sikha was telephoni-
cally contacted by the CBI but
she could not provide any jus-
tification for the possession of
the wildlife product which is a
punishable offence under the
Wild Life (Protection) Act,
1972. 

Following the failure of
Sikha to provide a justification
for the possession of the
wildlife product, the recov-
ered skins were taken into
possession by observing due
procedure, reads the FIR. 
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BJP president JP Nadda on
Sunday said like "antibod-

ies keep a check on bad cells",
it is the government's respon-
sibility to maintain vigil on
anti-national forces, as he bat-
ted for an anti-radicalisation
cell announced by his party in
its Gujarat assembly polls man-
ifesto.

Releasing the BJP mani-
festo for the polls, Nadda on
Saturday had announced set-
ting up the cell to identify and
eliminate potential threats and
sleeper cells of terrorist organ-
isations and anti-India forces.

In an interview with PTI,
he said it is the State's respon-
sibility to keep a check on
forces working against the
country and society.

"Like antibodies in the
human body, keep a check on
bad cells. It is the State's
responsibility to keep a check
on anti-national cells in the

country. Then there are some
cells that work underground so
this anti-radicalisation cell is
required to keep a check on
such cells," said the chief of the
BJP, which has been in power
in Gujarat for nearly 25 years.

On the Uniform Civil
Code (UCC), which the BJP
has promised in several assem-
bly polls, including for the
recently held Himachal
Pradesh elections and now for
Gujarat, Nadda said it is a
"national issue" for the party
and it is committed to it.

"The country's resources
and its responsibilities are
equal for all. Therefore, the
UCC is a welcome step. We
would like to implement the
UCC in as many states as pos-
sible," he said.

Asked about the BJP not
fielding a Muslim candidate in
Gujarat, Nadda said his party
believes in 'Sabka Sath, Sabka
Vikas' (with all and develop-
ment for all).

"Late Dr. (APJ) Abdul

Kalam became the President
(of India) with the BJP's sup-
port, then the (Narendra)
Modi government at the
Centre appointed Muslim gov-
ernors as well. So, we follow the
principle of 'Sabka Sath, Sabka
Vikas', and tickets for elections
are given purely based on
winnability," he said.

On the BJP announcing
several "freebies" in its mani-
festo for the Gujarat polls like
its rivals did, Nadda said one
should "distinguish between
empowerment and allure-
ment".

"Both the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) and the Congress
know they are not coming to
power in Gujarat. Therefore,
they can announce freebies
without accounting for the
funds and budget needed for
them," the BJP chief said.

"While our programmes
are welfare measures for
empowering the poor and the
needy. It is not like freebies,
which are free for all, they are

specifically meant for a seg-
ment of the population," he
said.

He said that the BJP's wel-
fare programmes are for the
"empowerment" of the poor
and the needy. This has result-
ed in them contributing to the
economy, Nadda asserted.

Nadda, who has been
holding election rallies and
roadshows across Gujarat, is
confident of a massive victory
for the BJP in the state assem-
bly polls. "Prime Minister
Narendra Modi resides in the

hearts of the people of Gujarat
and they will again repose
their faith in the BJP and the
party will win another term,"
he asserted.

The BJP is eyeing to win
Gujarat for a record seventh
time.

Besides the Congress, the
party has a new challenger in
the form of the Aam Aadmi
Party. The state will see two-
phase assembly polls on
December 1 and 5, while
votes will be counted on
December 8.
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Hours before cricketer
Ravindra Jadeja travelled

through the city's market in an
open SUV as part of a BJP
roadshow, his sister Naynaba
Jadeja sought votes for the
Congress, reminding voters of
price rise under the ruling
party and its "unfulfilled"
employment promises.

While the famous cricketer
campaigned for his wife Rivaba
Jadeja, his elder sister can-
vassed for Bipendrasinh Jadeja,
highlighting the "sibling rival-
ry" that has added another
layer of interest in the poll after
the BJP dropped its sitting
MLA Dharmendrasinh Jadeja,
locally better known as
Hakubha.

Herself a contender for the

Congress ticket from the
Jamnagar North seat, Naynaba
has emerged as a key cam-
paigner for her party after the
BJP chose her famous brother's
wife as its candidate.

She is often the focus of
media queries while the
Congress candidate, a seasoned
organisation man and busi-
nessman, plays a supporting
role.

"I have my ideology and
have been with a party I
admire," she says, slamming the
BJP over the issue of price rise
and claiming that it only makes
promises to people but never
fulfils them, be it on employ-
ment or education.

An overwhelmingly urban
constituency, Jamnagar North
may be seen as more favourable
to the BJP than the Congress

even though the opposition
party's supporters believe their
party can spring a surprise.

Naynaba argues that since
the constituency voted for the
first time in 2012 after being
carved out following delimita-
tion, it is essentially a Congress
seat as it won for the first time
while the BJP grabbed it in
2017 after the incumbent MLA
crossed over to the saffron
camp. Even the winning BJP
candidate was a Congressman
who won on his appeal, and
our party will score this time,
she claims.

Congress leaders also hope
to benefit from any faultlines
within the BJP caused by its
denial of the ticket to the sitting
MLA. The AAP has fielded
Karsan Karmur, who had quit
the BJP to join it last year.
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Lieutenant Governor Manoj
Sinha Sunday unveiled the

'J&K Cyber Security policy'
during the valedictory function
of 25th National Conference
on e-Governance at Mata
Vaishno Devi University.

A MoU between IT
Department J&K and
DITECH Haryana was also
signed on the occasion.

The agreement between
the J&K Government and
Haryana Government is
expected to strengthen and
deepen the collaboration on
knowledge sharing, IT initia-
tives & best practices in e-
Governance, said the Lt
Governor.

In his address, Manohar
Lal, Chief Minister, Haryana,
recalled his deep connection
with Jammu Kashmir.

I am witnessing a new,
'badalta' Jammu Kashmir. We
are looking forward to the
new J&K-Haryana collabora-
tion and are committed to
support the J & K Government
in meeting the goals, he said.

The Haryana Chief
Minister also highlighted the
IT interventions and several
digital initiatives of his gov-
ernment to bring transparen-
cy in the system and stream-
lining the public service deliv-
ery system.

In response, the Lt
Governor said that the 25th
National e-Governance

Conference in the Union
Territory of Jammu and
Kashmir will prove to be a
milestone in the direction of
fulfilling our resolve of Digital
Society.

Under the guidance of PM
Narendra Modi, J&K UT is an
emerging model of digital gov-
ernment with focus on trans-
parent governance and citizen-
centric approach to delivering
public services, he said.

Observing that technology
is making a real difference in
people's lives, the Lt Governor
said in 2013, the total number
of e-transaction was merely 20
Lakh. This year, till 25th
November, the number of e-
transaction is 38.50 Crore. On
an average J&K is recording
550 e-transactions every
minute.

The Lt Governor under-
scored that despite being a late
entrant in digital transforma-
tion, J&K has achieved sever-
al milestones with solid tech-
nical architecture at the service
of citizens. Speedy develop-
ment is the new identity of

J&K, he said.
The Lt Governor further

observed that the launch of
Digital J&K Vision Document
and launch of J&K Cyber
Security Policy will promote a
common approach to use the
power of innovation and
secure the IT assets in the
rapidly changing technology
landscape.

Speaking on the digital
transformational journey of
Jammu and Kashmir, the Lt
Governor shared the vision of
the J&K government to expand
e-Governance to the next level.

"We have prepared a
roadmap and action plan for
the next one, three & five
years. More than 500 services
will be made online in the next
3 years for a better digital
delivery ecosystem", said the Lt
Governor.

Our strategy is to enable
the people to access high-
quality services anywhere, any-
time, on any device. All ser-
vices in mobile for mobile
workforce, the Lt Governor
said.
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The popular tourist desti-
nations of Rajgir, Gaya,

and Bodh Gaya, known col-
lectively as the 'Buddhist cir-
cuits,' received a 'valuable gift'
from Chief Minister of Bihar,
Nitish Kumar, on  Sunday.
The CM inaugurated the first
phase of India's first-of-its-
kind innovative drinking
water project, the Gangajal
Aapurti Yojana. 

The project, initiated
under the Jal Jeevan Hariyali
mission, is the "dream project"
of the Chief Minister. It is also
Bihar's first, and largest drink-
ing water programme. 

The project will store,
treat, and supply the floodwa-
ters of the River Ganga the
state receives during the mon-
soon months.

The initiative has two
objectives. First, it conserves
f loodwater,  preventing
wastage, and second, it trans-
forms this precious resource
into safe, drinkable water.

This floodwater will be
lifted through pumps at
Hathidah and transported
through a 151-kilometre
pipeline to three enormous
reservoirs in Rajgir, Tetar, and
Gaya. These reservoirs stand
out as they have been con-
structed based on the terrain
and using natural materials. 

Water from the reservoirs
will travel to two Water
Treatment Plants (WTP),

where it is treated and trans-
ported to the "enlightenment"
cities.

These three South Bihar
cities of Rajgir, Gaya, and
Bodh Gaya have been experi-
encing water shortages due to
excessive groundwater extrac-
tion via borewells.

Megha Engineering &
Infrastructures Limited
(MEIL) has executed the entire
first phase of the project.
Despite the COVID-19 pan-
demic, the MEIL finished the
project within three years. 

With the supply of
potable, safe, clean drinking
water, the water challenges in
these cities will be minimised
to a large extent.

With the successful com-
pletion of the first phase,
drinking water requirements
of significant locations, such as
Nalanda University, IT Park,
Cricket Stadium, Film City,
Police training camp, Nature
Saffari, and Zoo Saffari, will be
fulfilled. In addition, the
Ganga Jal will be accessible to
well-known temples.
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• The Gangajal Aapurti Yojana is India’s first-of-its-kind flood-
water to drinking water project

• It is Bihar CM Nitish Kumar’s dream project

• It is the largest drinking water project in the State

• It serves dual purpose of saving floodwater & transform-
ing it into safe drinking water
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Not sure whether Hindutva
plank would fetch them a

desired result in next year’s
panchayat elections a section of
the State BJP leaders seem to
have discovered a new strate-
gy of inciting regional senti-
ments.

After a demand for a sep-
arate North Bengal State the
BJP MLAs from south-western
Bengal have started asking for
a separate Rarh Banga com-
prising Bankura, Purulia,
Jhargram West Midnapore and
Birbhum districts.

BJP MLA Niladri Shekhar
Dana on Sunday demanded a
separate Union Territory
carved out of five tribal dom-
inated districts of southwestern
Bengal which he wanted to be
named as Rarh Banga. 

“Enough is enough. The
people of Rarh Banga have
been a victim of negligence for
decades … now they have
woken up to their cause. They
have understood that under
this Government there will be
no development in this region
… all the projects conceived by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
are hijacked by the Trinamool
Government … not only the
names of the central schemes
--- meant for the deprived
people of this region are
changed --- but funds too are

diverted and misused … this
can never go on for long
…“now the people of this are
have woken up to their cause
and they want a separate Union
Territory of Rarh Bengal so the
the central funds can directly
reach this area for development
of the local people,” Dana said
adding he would personally
make moves for a separate UT.

Dana’s statements came
days after another saffron leg-
islator Amarnath Shakha made
a similar demand. “The people
of Bankura, Jhargram, West
Midnapore and Birbhum are
the victims of negligence … the
people should raise their voice
for a separate state … If our
party does well in the pan-
chayat elections then we will
place this demand before
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah,” he said.

A similar demand had ear-
lier been made by Bishnupur
MP Saumitra Khan. Senior
BJP leader and national vice
president of the party Dilip
Ghosh however, rejected such
demands saying demand for a
separate state was not the
party’s official view.

“Our party never supports
such demands. Though some
of our MLAs have been raising
such issues but that is not our
party’s official line and the
national leadership has made it
clear,” said Ghosh.
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Telangana Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao would

be laying the foundation for the
Airport Express Metro on
December 6, Minister for
Municipal Administration and
Urban Development KT
Rama Rao said in a tweet on
Sunday.

He said the project, start-
ing at Mindspace junction to
Shamshabad ( Hyderabad
International Airport) Airport,

would be 31-km long and cost
approximately Rs 6,250 crore.

"Hyderabad is forging
ahead. Happy to announce
that CM KCR will be laying the
foundation for Airport Express
Metro on December 9. 

This project starting at
Mindspace junction to
Shamshabad Airport will be 31
KM long & will be costing
approximately Rs 6,250 cr," he
tweeted.

The airport express Metro
is a Telangana government-

funded project and would be
completed in three years, he
said in another tweet.

"We have submitted DPR
& been in discussions with the
Central government for an
additional 31-km city Metro
expansion; BHEL to
Lakdikapul -26 KM & Nagole
to LB Nagar - 5 km," he said.

The State government has
already formed a special pur-
pose vehicle- Hyderabad
Airport Metro Limited
(HAML) which would be

responsible for development,
construction, operations and
management of the airport
Metro link.

The GMR group, operating
the Rajiv Gandhi International
Airport (RGIA) here, had ear-
lier said the group would
invest about 10 per cent of the
total cost of the metro rail link
project being proposed by the
Telangana government for
connectivity to the aerodrome
from various parts of the
city.
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Hale said the protests are extremely significant as the poli-
tics of COVID policies reflected wider political frustrations
including the slowing down of the economy.

Elsewhere protesters held blank white banners, while oth-
ers lit candles and laid flowers for the victims in Urumqi, where
10 people were killed in a fire at a building reportedly under Covid
lockdown on Thursday. Observers say that the latest political
protests appeared to be in continuation of "banner protest" in
Beijing last month ahead of the CPC's once-in-a-five-year
Congress which elected 69-year-old Xi for an unprecedented 3rd
five-year term. The anti-lockdown protests appear to be posing
a major challenge for Xi, just over a month into his third term
in power. Political protests opposing the CPC and its leadership
are very rare in China while the country witness sporadic agi-
tations over various issues. As such criticism of the party and
leadership could result in harsh penalties.

Videos posted on social media showed police arresting sev-
eral protesters in Shanghai amid protests against their detention
from the angry crowd. Also, students' protests broke out in the
prestigious Tsinghua University in Beijing as well as
Communication University in Nanjing.

Photos and videos posted online showed students holding
vigils for the Urumqi fire victims and launching protests at uni-
versities in Beijing and Nanjing. Students said hundreds of peo-
ple took part in one such demonstration in Tsinghua University
where they held up blank sheets of paper - an act which has
become a symbol of defiance against Chinese censorship.

One protester in Shanghai told the BBC that he felt
"shocked and a bit excited" to see people out on the streets, call-
ing it the first time he'd seen such large-scale dissent in China.

He said lockdowns made him feel "sad, angry and hopeless",

and had left him unable to see his unwell mother, who was under-
going cancer treatment.

A female demonstrator said that police officers when asked
how they felt about the protests, and the answer was "the same
as you". But, she said, "they wear their uniforms so they're doing
their job." Shanghai, a city of over 25 million, endured weeks of
COVID lockdowns in April sparking protests.

With protests over lockdowns of dozens of apartment build-
ings intensifying, the government stepped back on Saturday from
enforcing lockdowns in Urumqi, the provincial capital of Xinjiang.

During the weekend, Urumqi witnessed a huge demon-
stration in which many Han Chinese nationals took part along
with Uygur Muslims.

Urumqi authorities on Saturday said the city would lift coro-
navirus restrictions "in phases" after footage surfaced online show-
ing rare protests against a three-month lockdown, Hong Kong-
based South China Morning Post reported on Sunday.

In Beijing, people from several compounds, under lockdowns
for days, also staged protests, leading to officials withdrawing the
curbs. Meanwhile, the National Health Commission on Sunday
said 39,501 coronavirus cases, including 35,858 asymptomatic
cases, were reported in the country by the end of Saturday as mass
COVID tests were carried out across China to identify new clus-
ters of infection. It is for the fourth consecutive day that China
reported an increase in cases, the highest since it recorded a sharp
spike in cases in top cities like Shanghai in April.

Beijing has been a sharp escalation of cases, which on Sunday
climbed to over 4,700, amid growing protests and unease in the
city over lockdowns of dozens of apartment buildings. As of
Sunday, the city has 9,694 cumulative confirmed cases.

At a meeting on Saturday, Beijing Communist Party secre-
tary Yin Li urged lower-level officials to impose more resolute
and decisive measures to contain the spread of the coronavirus,
including transferring people who test positive and their close

contacts to quarantine facilities.
Yin also inspected a makeshift hospital under construction

in the Tongzhou district and urged officials to speed up con-
struction, the Post report said.

Fear of Covid-19 has eased as people have learned from
acquaintances that the symptoms are manageable. Instead, res-
idents seem more worried about being infected in an isolation
facility or staying with strangers in a large and messy makeshift
center. "I would rather stay at home and have a fever for a few
days than stay in the hospital. It makes me sick just to think of
the toilets," a Beijing office worker was quoted as saying by the
Post.
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The Prime Minister asked his listeners to join efforts in a way
similar to Hariprasad to contribute to G-20.

"I urge all of you, especially my young friends on one more
thing. Like Hariprasad Garu, you too must join the G-20 in one
way or the other. The Indian logo of G-20 can be made, can be
printed, in a very cool way, in a stylish way, on clothes. I would
also urge schools, colleges and universities to create opportuni-
ties for discussions, debates and competitions related to G-20 in
their respective places. If you go to the G20.in website, you will
find many things there according to your interest", said the Prime
Minister. Drawing attention to country's space programme, he
said on November 18, the whole country witnessed "new histo-
ry being made in the space sector". 

"On this day, India sent its first such rocket into space, which
was designed and prepared by the private sector of India. The
name of this rocket is - 'Vikram-S'. As soon as this first rocket
of the indigenous Space Start-up made a historic flight from

Sriharikota, the heart of every Indian swelled with pride," he said.
Modi said 'Vikram-S' Rocket is equipped with many features. 
"It is also lighter than other rockets, and also cheaper. Its devel-

opment cost is much less than the cost incurred by other coun-
tries involved in space missions. In space technology, world class
standard at a low cost, has now become the hallmark of India.
Another modern technology has been used in making this rock-
et. You will be surprised to know that some crucial parts of this
rocket have been made through 3D Printing."

The  Prime Minister pointed out to the radio listeners that
the  name 'Prarambh' given to the launch mission of 'Vikram-
S', suits it perfectly and  marks "the dawn of a new era for the
private space sector in India".

"This is the beginning of a new era full of self-confidence
for the country. You can imagine the children who once made
paper airplanes and used to fly them with their hands are now
getting a chance to make airplanes in India itself," said Modi.

The Prime Minister  further said India is sharing its success
in the space sector with its neighbouring countries as well.

"Just yesterday, India launched a satellite, which has been joint-
ly developed by India and Bhutan. This satellite will send pic-
tures of very good resolution which will help Bhutan in the man-
agement of its natural resources. The launching of this satellite
is a reflection of the strong Indo-Bhutan relations," he said. 
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The two States had signed MoU in March this year towards
ending the dispute in six of the areas. Meghalaya was carved out
of Assam in 1972 and had since then challenged the Assam
Reorganisation Act, 1971, which demarcated the border between
the two States.
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PUNE: Ministry of Agriculture
and Farmers Welfare felicitat-
ed Clover Organic for its excel-
lence and valuable contribution
in the field of agriculture under
DOWBT at a function held in
Pune. Vanlalremratpuia, CEO,
Tuichangral FPC, Khawzawl
District, Mizoram, was award-
ed the Best FPC by the Hon'ble
Union Agriculture Minister,
Narendra Singh Tomar, at a
grand ceremony. 

The company was motivat-
ed to work as a team, guided

and supported by all the above
agencies to fulfill an order of 18
MT of chemical free pineapple
placed by a buyer from
Haryana.

Clover Organic CEO
Sanjay Agarwal said that the
company is registering its pres-
ence in 5 states, Mizoram,
Manipur, Meghalaya,
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh
with 55 farmer producer com-
panies and more than 40,000
registered farmers. Clover
Organic, a pioneer in the field

of organic farming and aqua-
culture product manufacturing,
is also gaining recognition in
Andhra Pradesh.

For helping more than 50
FPCs to adopt organic farming
of crops, achieving the target of
selling 18 MT of Organic
Pineapple and 350 MT of
Organic Ginger in the State of
Mizoram and for Outstanding
Contribution in the Agriculture
Sector Clover Organic Pvt.
Ltd. has been awarded by the
Agriculture Minister. 
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Shelling by Russian forces
struck several areas in east-

ern and southern Ukraine
overnight as utility crews con-
tinued a scramble to restore
power, water and heating fol-
lowing widespread strikes in
recent weeks, officials said
Sunday.

With persistent snowfall
blanketing the capital, Kyiv,
Sunday, analysts predicted that
wintry weather — bringing
with it frozen terrain and gru-
elling fighting conditions —
could have an increasing
impact on the direction of the
conflict that has raged since
Russian forces invaded Ukraine
more than nine months ago.

But for the moment, both
sides were bogged down by
heavy rain and muddy battle-
field conditions in some areas,
experts said.

After a blistering barrage
of Russian artillery strikes on
at least two occasions over the
past two weeks, infrastructure
teams in Ukraine were fanning
out in around-the-clock
deployments to restore key
basic services as many
Ukrainians dealt with only a
few hours of electricity per day
— if any.

Ukrenergo, the state power

grid operator, said Sunday that
electricity producers are now
supplying about 80% of
demand. That’s an improve-
ment from Saturday’s 75%, the
company says.

The Institute for the Study
of War, a think tank that has
been closely monitoring devel-

opments in Ukraine, said
reporting from both sides indi-
cated that heavy rain and mud
have had an impact — but
wider freezing expected along
the front lines in coming days
could play a role.

“It is unclear if either side
is actively planning or prepar-

ing to resume major offensive
or counter-offensive opera-
tions at that time, but the
meteorological factors that
have been hindering such oper-
ations will begin lifting,” it
said in a note published
Saturday.

ISW said Russian forces

were digging in further east of
the city of Kherson, from which
they were expelled by
Ukrainian forces more than
two weeks ago, and continued
“routine artillery fire” across
the Dnipro River.

In the eastern Donetsk
region, five people were killed
in shelling over the past day,
according to governor Pavlo
Kyrylenko. Overnight shelling
was reported by regional lead-
ers in the Zaporizhzhia and
Dnipropetrovsk areas to the
west.

Kharkiv governor Oleh
Syniehubov said one person
was killed and three wounded
in the northeastern 
region.

A day earlier, a long col-
umn of cars, vans and trucks
caravanned away from the
recently liberated city of
Kherson after intense shelling
in recent days and amid con-
cerns more pummelling from
the Russian forces nearby could
loom again in coming 
days.

“The day before yesterday,
artillery hit our house. Four
flats burned down. Windows
shattered,” said city resident
Vitaliy Nadochiy, driving out
with a terrier on his lap and a
Ukrainian flag dangling from
a sun visor. 
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The ruling Nepali Congress
led by Prime Minister Sher

Bahadur Deuba on Sunday
maintained its lead as the sin-
gle largest party by winning 53
seats in the parliamentary polls
held to end the prolonged
political instability that has
plagued the Himalayan nation.

Elections to the House of
Representatives (HoR) and
seven provincial assemblies
were held on November 20.
The counting of votes started
on Monday.

The Nepali Congress has
won 53 seats and the
Communist Party of Nepal
(Unified Marxist–Leninist)
(CPN-UML) secured 42 seats
in the elections. The CPN-
Maoist has emerged as the
third largest party with 17
seats while the CPN-Unified
Socialist has bagged 10 seats.

The newly-formed
Rastriya Swatantra Party (RSP)
and pro-Hindu Rastriya
Prajatantra Party have won 7
seats each. Independent and
other smaller parties have
emerged victorious on 21 seats.
Out of the total 165 seats under
direct voting, the results on 8
seats are still awaited.

The ruling five-party
alliance has won 85 seats,
against 55 seats won by the
alliance led by CPN-UML. The
ruling alliance includes the

Nepali Congress led by Prime
Minister Deuba, CPN-Maoist
led by Pushpakamal Dahal
Prachanda, CPN-Unified
Socialist headed by Madhav
Nepal, Mahantha Thakur’s
Lokatantrik Samajwadi Party
and Rashtriya Janamorcha led
by Chitra Bahadur.

Under the proportionate
voting method, the CPN-UML
got the first position, securing
more than 2.5 million votes and
the Nepali Congress received
2.3 million votes. The CPN-
Maoist and RSP have secured
one million each.  In the 275-
member House of
Representatives, 165 will be
elected through direct voting,
while the remaining 110 will be
elected through a proportion-
al electoral system. A party or
a coalition needs 138 seats for
a clear majority.

Besides Prime Minister
and Nepali Congress presi-
dent Deuba, three former
prime ministers Prachanda,
Oli and Madhav Nepal have
also been elected to parliament.

Deuba and Prachanda
met at the Prime Minister’s res-
idence in Baluwatar on
Saturday and agreed to con-
tinue their ruling five-party
alliance as part of a new major-
ity government in the country.

Former prime minister and
senior leader of CPN-Unified
Socialist Jhalanath Khanal has
lost the election. CPN-UML’s
Mahesh Basnet defeated Khanal,
who contested from Ilam con-
stituency No 1. Ex-prime min-
isters Lokendra Bahadur Chand,
a senior leader of the pro-Hindu
Rastriya Prajatantra Party, and
Baburam Bhattarai did not con-
test the election.
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China said on Sunday that it
has donated 10.6 million

litres of diesel to Sri Lankan
farmers and fishermen to facil-
itate their work in the most
affected sectors of agriculture
and fishery.

The vessel carrying the
fuel donation was received by
Sri Lanka’s Minister of fisheries
Douglas Devananda here on
Sunday.

“The 10.6 million litres of
diesel donation by China will
be provided free of cost to
2,32,749 farmers for harvesting
3,42,266 hectares of paddy
fields, 20 litres per hectare,” the
Chinese Embassy in Colombo
tweeted.

Also 3,796 fishing vessels
below 40 feet would receive
1,000 liters per vessel, the
embassy added.

“Thankful to the govern-
ment of China for the donation
of 9,000 MT of diesel fuel
towards strengthening food
security in Sri Lanka,” Minister
of Power and Energy Kanchana
Wijesekara said in a statement.

Both farming and fishing
sectors have been complaining
of fuel scarcities affecting them
badly after the government
started rationing fuel issues
since the beginning of August.

Rationing brought an end

to the miles long fuel queues
experienced in the island from
May to July. However, the busi-
ness sectors were raising objec-
tions claiming that the alloca-
tions were inadequate.

From the time the Sri
Lankan economy crashed at the
beginning of this year, the fuel
and essential supplies were
ensured by dedicated Indian
credit lines. 

The Indian assistance in
the forex crisis which caused
the economic impasse was
worth USD 4 billion. 

Sri Lanka, a country of 22
million people, plunged into
financial and political turmoil
earlier this year as it faced a
shortage of foreign currencies.
Due to this, the country has
been unable to afford key
imports, including fuel, fer-
tiliser and medicine, leading to
serpentine queues. 
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Several senior political lead-
ers, including ministers and

60 incumbent MPs, have been
defeated while many young-
sters have registered victories in
Nepal’s parliamentary polls.

As the results of the par-
liamentary elections under
direct voting come closer to an
end, Nepal’s top political par-
ties have intensified efforts for
the formation of a new gov-
ernment.

Elections to the House of
Representatives (HoR) and
seven provincial assemblies
were held on November. The
counting of votes started on
Monday.

Two senior leaders of
Madhes-based parties who lost
the election are president of the
Janata Samanwadi Party
Upendra Yadav and Rajendra
Mahato, the senior leader of the
Loktantrik Samajwadi Party,
the sixth largest political party
in Nepal.

Senior leaders of the sec-
ond largest political party, the
Communist Party of Nepal
(Unified Marxist–Leninist)
(CPN-UML), who lost the elec-
tion include senior vice presi-
dent of the party Ishwor
Pokharel, vice president
Surendra Pandey, general sec-
retary Shankar Pokharel and
deputy general secretary Pradip
Gyawali.

Other top leaders who
were defeated are general sec-
retary of CPN-Maoist Centre

Dev Gurung, deputy general
secretary and energy minister
Pampha Bhushal, and deputy
general secretary Girirajmani
Pokharel.

Home Minister and Nepali
Congress leader Balkrishna
Khand and Tourism and Civil
Aviation Minister of the
incumbent government Jeevan
Ram Shrestha also lost the
election.

Former prime minister
and senior leader of CPN-
Unified Socialist Jhalanath
Khanal and former foreign
affairs minister and senior
leader of the Nepali Congress
Sujata Koirala also lost the
election.

Many young people and
new faces have also been elect-
ed to the House of
Representatives.

The Rastriya Swotantra
Party which was formed just six
months ago by former TV
journalist Ravi Lamichhane
succeeded in grabbing seven
parliamentary seats under
direct election and secured
more than one million votes
under proportionate method.

The ruling five-party
alliance has won 85 seats,
against 55 seats won by the
alliance led by CPN-UML.

In the 275-member House
of Representatives, 165 will be
elected through direct voting,
while the remaining 110 will be
elected through a proportion-
al electoral system. A party or
a coalition needs 138 seats for
a clear majority. 
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This is a dress with a story,
and Elizabeth Emanuel

wants to tell it.
Shocking pink with a

plunging, ruffled neckline and
body-hugging shape, the gown
was designed by Emanuel for
Lady Diana Spencer to wear at
a Buckingham Palace party a
few days before her marriage to
Prince Charles in 1981. 

It was a visual coming-out
event for the future princess,
until then largely known for her
conservative sweater-and-
pearls look.

“This was definitely not a
wallf lower dress,” said
Emanuel, who also co-designed
Diana’s wedding gown. 

“This was a dress to be
seen in and celebrated.” It was
also soon forgotten. In an era

before smartphones put a cam-
era in everyone’s pocket and
social media made private
events public, the dress was
mostly seen by the party guests,
including Queen Elizabeth II,
Princess Grace and Nancy
Reagan, but no one else. 

Emanuel doesn’t know
where it is, or even if it still
exists.

So she has re-created it, out
of bolts of shiny, satin taffeta
cut and stitched to match the
dramatic sketches she made
more than 40 years ago.

Acting on an idea that
took shape during Britain’s
long coronavirus lockdowns,
she did it for herself, for her
archive. 

But also because she want-
ed to show another side of
Diana, who Emanuel believes
has been misrepresented by

“The Crown,” the popular
Netflix series that has brought
the story of the princess and
her ill-fated marriage to a new
generation.

A fan of the series’ first
three seasons, Emanuel said she
found it hard to watch the last

two because of the way Diana
was depicted.

Creating a bespoke dress
is a long process, requiring
multiple fittings that give client
and dressmaker lots of time to
talk. 

And throughout the hours

they spent together, Diana
came across as a happy, vibrant
young woman, not the shrink-
ing girl “The Crown” portrays
as being buffeted by events
beyond her control, Emanuel
said.

“She wasn’t like that,”
Emanuel said. 

“She was always very
upbeat. And, you know, I like
to feel that we were close
enough that if she was having
huge issues that we might have
been aware of it at the time,
because those fittings are fair-
ly intimate.”

One of the things the
series does right is retrace
Diana’s style journey, from the
cardigans and bows she wore
when she first stepped into the
public eye, to frothy ballgowns
with frills and flounces and
finally to her becoming a glob-

al fashion icon in Versace,
Dior and Chanel.

Diana grew up in the
country, looking to her older
sisters for fashion cues. 

This was a world of hunt-
ing, shooting and fishing,
where Barbour coats and
Wellington boots were every-
day wear. 

It was a culture where no
matter how much you cared
about your appearance, you
had to seem like you weren’t
trying too hard.

Diana brought that style
sense with her when she moved
to London after leaving school
and soon became the archetype
of the Sloane Ranger, the media
name for the wealthy young
people who lived near London’s
Sloane Square and cultivated
the look of bohemian aristo-
crats.
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Pedro Meraz says living in
Colima, Mexico, was like

living in a war zone, with
shootings, burning cars and
dismembered bodies being left
outside of schools.

When his wife Rocio
Gonzalez, a 28-year-old lawyer
who worked with abused
women, began receiving death
threats from a cartel and the
local authorities ignored her
pleas for assistance, they knew
they had to leave.

“They knew where we lived
and what car we drove,” said
Meraz, 41, who taught at The
University of Colima, near the
Pacific Coast and about 300
miles (485 kilometers) west of
Mexico City. 

“Feeling that you are going
to lose your life, or one of your
daughters, I don’t mind start-

ing from scratch.”
The family is part of a surge

in the number of Mexicans
who have requested asylum in
Canada this year. Due to the
relative ease of obtaining asy-
lum in Canada compared to the
US, visa-free travel between
Mexico and Canada, and the
threat of violence back home,
more than 8,000 Mexican
nationals have sought refugee
status in 2022. That’s almost
five times as many as last year
and more than twice as many
as in 2019, the last year before
the Covid-19 pandemic and the
travel restrictions that accom-
panied it.

The vast majority of them
are flying in to Montreal, which
has many direct flights to and
from Mexico.

Among them is Viviana
Tapia Gonzalez, a human rights
activist and mother of four

from Aguascalientes, about
265 miles (425 kilometers)
northwest of Mexico City, who
said she left Mexico in January
after being attacked by the
military. She said her work with
the families of missing and
murdered women and girls
made her a target. 

“Death threats were con-
stant,” she said. “I thought it
was the last option I had to be
safe. I work for many causes

and help many people. I did not
want to stop helping, but I must
also protect (and) take care of
myself.”

Tapia Gonzalez has been
living in a Montreal women’s
shelter while awaiting a deci-
sion on her asylum claim,
which she fears might get
rejected.

If her claim is turned
down, she wouldn’t be alone.

In the first nine months of
2022, the Immigration and
Refugee Board of Canada, an
independent tribunal that
investigates and decides asylum
cases, finalized more than 2,700
claims by Mexican asylum
seekers. Of those, 1,032 were
accepted, 1,256 were rejected;
and the remaining 400-plus
were either abandoned, with-
drawn, or had other outcomes,
said Christian Tessier, an IRB
spokesperson.
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Ameal fit for monkeys was
served on Sunday at the

annual Monkey Feast Festival
in central Thailand. 

Amid the morning traffic,
rows of monkey statues hold-
ing trays were lined up outside
the compound of the Ancient
Three Pagodas, while volun-
teers prepared food across the
road for real monkeys — the
symbol of the province around
150 kilometers (93 miles) north
of Bangkok.

Throngs of macaque mon-
keys ran around, at times fight-
ing with each other, while the
crowds of visitors and locals
grew. 

As the carefully prepared
feast was brought toward the
temple, the ravenous creatures
began to pounce and were
soon devouring the largely

vegetarian spread.
While the entertainment

value of the festival is high,
organisers are quick to point
out that it is not just monkey
business.

“This monkey feast festival
is a successful event that helps
promote Lopburi’s tourism
among international tourists
every year,” said Yongyuth
Kitwatanusont, the festival’s
founder.

“Previously, there were
around 300 monkeys in
Lopburi before increasing to
nearly 4,000 nowadays. But
Lopburi is known as a monkey
city, which means monkeys
and people can live in harmo-
ny.”

Such harmony could be
seen in the lack of shyness
exhibited by the monkeys,
which climbed on to visitors,
vehicles and lampposts. At

times the curious animals
looked beyond the abundant
feast and took an interest in
other items. 

“There was a monkey on
my back as I was trying to take
a selfie. He grabbed the sun-
glasses right off my face and
ran off on to the top of a lamp-
post and was trying to eat
them for a while,” said Ayisha
Bhatt, an English teacher from
California working in Thailand.

The delighted onlookers
were largely undeterred by the
risk of petty theft, although
some were content to exercise
caution.

“We have to take care with
them, better leave them to it.
Not too near is better,” said
Carlos Rodway, a tourist from
Cadiz, Spain, having previous-
ly been unceremoniously treat-
ed as a climbing frame by one
audacious monkey. 
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Debutant director Siddharth Chauhan’s feature film “Amar
Colony” has won the special jury prize at the 26th Tallinn

Black Nights Film Festival, the makers said Sunday.
According to a press release, the movie is the only Indian

title which was showcased in the ‘First Feature Competition’ at
the festival, held annually in Estonia’s capital Tallinn.

Starring Nimisha Nair, Sangeeta Agrawal and Usha Chauhan,
the Shimla-set “Amar Colony” revolves around three women
going through their mundane lives, representing the human con-
dition, in a chawl.

Chauhan said he is excited about the film winning an award
at the prestigious gala where the movie had its world premiere.

“I am so overwhelmed with the love which the European
audience and POFF (Festival) have shown towards our film. I
really didn’t expect such a response to my film! I want to thank
the jury for considering us worth it,” the director said in a state-
ment.

Therese Malvar, the co-juror for the ‘First Feature
Competition’, said the jury presented the honour to “Amar
Colony” for originality of vision.

“This film delighted us with a bold and innovative presen-
tation of a small town community whose frank sensuality and
unabashed pursuit of urges, both human and divine, are set against
the resonant backdrop of a culturally rich and deeply personal
setting. “The director daringly takes us by the hand and leads
us on a journey to his world, introducing us to his characters
and their lives with affection and often with humor,” Malvar said.

“’Amar Colony’ winning the Special Jury Award is a dream
come true. Siddharth Chauhan is a filmmaker to watch in the
years to come,” added producer Nisheeth Kumar of Indie Film
Collective.
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Iran's supreme leader praised
paramilitary volunteers

tasked with quashing dissent
on Saturday in a televised
address as dozens of eye doc-
tors warned that a rising num-
ber of demonstrators have
been blinded by security forces
during anti-government
protests. 

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
addressed members of the
Basij, the volunteer paramili-
tary wing of the elite
Revolutionary Guard, and reit-
erated unsupported claims that
protesters demonstrating
countrywide are "tools" of the

U.S. And its “mercenaries."
“(The) Basij should not forget
that the main clash is with
global hegemony," Khamenei
said, referring to the U.S. The
address marking Basij week in
Iran echoed previous state-
ments lambasting protests as a
foreign plot to destabilize Iran.

Extolling the military and
social virtues of the Basij over
the decades, Khamenei said the
forces “sacrificed themselves in
order to save people from a
bunch of rioters and merce-
naries,” referring to the recent
country-wide unrest. “They
sacrificed themselves in order
to confront oppression.”
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The legendary PT Usha is set
to become the first woman

president of Indian Olympic
Association (IOA) as she emer-
ged as the lone candidate for the
top post for the December 10
elections. The 58-year-old Usha,
a multiple Asian Games gold
medallists and a fourth-place fin-
isher in the 1984 Olympics
400m hurdles final, filed her
nomination papers for the top
job on Sunday, along with 14
others from her team for the var-
ious posts.

The deadline to file nomina-
tion papers for the IOA elections
ended on Sunday. IOA elections
returning officer Umesh Sinha
did not receive any nominations

on Friday and Saturday but 24
candidates filed nominations
for various posts on Sunday.
There will be contests for one
post of vice president (female),
joint secretary (female). There
were 12 candidates in the fray for
four executive council members.

The IOA polls will be held
to elect one president, one senior
vice-president, two vice-presi-
dents (one male and one female),
one treasurer, two joint secre-
taries (one male and one female),
six other Executive Council
members, out of which two
(one male and one female) shall
be from the elected SOMs.

Two members of the
Executive Council (one male and
one female) will be the Athletes'
Commission representatives.
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Rain-affected matches are an irritant for both
players and the paying public, and hence, hav-

ing closed roof cricket stadiums won't be a bad
option, feels young India opener Shubman Gill.

In a six-match white-ball series in New
Zealand, two matches (1st T20I in Wellington and
Sunday's ODI) were abandoned and one game
(Napier T20I) was decided on Duckworth-Lewis
method.

Gill, who scored 50 in the first game and was
looking in good touch during his unbeaten 45
here, said that it does get frustrating at times.

"This is a decision (playing in indoor stadi-
ums) to be taken by the boards. As a player and
as fans, it is irritating to go in and out and see so
many matches being affected by rain. But I don’t
know how I can take a stand for it as it is a big
decision. "Obviously closed (retractable) roof (sta-
diums) would be good," the youngster told
mediapersons.

The issue with rain-affected games is planning
of the innings as 50 overs was curtailed to 29 overs
on the day after a four-hour delay.

"It was very frustrating. You don't know how
many overs so you can't plan your innings," Gill,
who had hit a purple patch in 50-over cricket, said.

Gill is a strong contender for a place in the
squad of 15 for next year's ODI World Cup but
he said that he isn't looking that far ahead.

"I am not looking that far ahead and my aim
is to make most of the opportunities that I am get-
ting. That's what I am trying to do and make most
of the opportunities that I get, trying to score big
runs for the team," he stated.

lost 0-5 to 2022 European youth
champion Cliona Elizabeth D'Arcy of
Ireland to settle for a silver.

India was a dominant force at the
event as the 25-member team bagged
11 medals — four gold, three silver and
four bronze.

Overall, 17 Indians had qualified
for the quarterfinals of the tournament
which was more than any other coun-
try in this edition.

India won the highest number of
medals — eight — in the women's sec-
tion, followed by Kazakhstan (5) and
Uzbekistan (4).

In the men's category, youth
Asian champions Vanshaj (63.5kg),
Vishwanath Suresh (48kg) grabbed a
gold each while Ashish (54kg) took a
silver.

This year's championships wit-
nessed participation of close to 600
boxers from 73 countries.
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Reigning Asian champion Ravina
displayed splendid tenacity to

punch her way to gold in the 63kg cat-
egory final as India ended the Youth
Men's and Women's World Boxing
Championships with 11 medals in La
Nucia, Spain.

Ravina was up against Megan
deCler of Netherlands in her final
bout. In spite of not getting off to the
best of starts, the Indian pugilist
utilised her technical ability and quick
movement to mount an impressive
comeback against her Dutch oppo-
nent.

The fiercely contested bout fin-
ished in favour of the 2022 Asian
Youth gold medallist Indian who
won 4-3 by split decision after the bout
was reviewed.

In the other final, Kirti (81+ kg)
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The elegant Shubman Gill
and the marauding
Suryakumar Yadav briefly

entertained a sizeable Sunday
crowd before inclement weath-
er yet again played spoilsport
and forced abandonment of the
second ODI between India and
New Zealand, here Sunday.

India were 89 for 1 in 12.5
overs when a second stoppage
sealed the fate of the game as
there was no possibility of hav-
ing a minimum 20-over per side
match within the stipulated cut-

off time. The match was reduced
to 29-overs-a-side as the first
interruption caused a four-hour
break. India were 22 for no loss
in the fifth over at that time.

After resumption, the visi-
tors lost skipper Shikhar
Dhawan (3 off 10 balls) trying
to up the ante. Gill (45 not out,
42 balls) and Suryakumar (34
not out, 25 balls) added 66
effortless runs under eight overs
before heavens opened up once
again. Gill had four boundaries
and a pulled six off Matt Henry
while Suryakumar hit three dif-
ferent sixes — slog sweep over

mid-wicket, reverse sweep
behind square and a pull-shot to
carry his T20I form into the
longer format. The short six-
game white ball series against
New Zealand has been one of
the most rain-interrupted series
of recent times. The first T20 in
Wellington was also abandoned
without a ball being bowled.

Even the third T20I match
in Napier was a rain-marred.

The final match of the series
will be held in Christchurch on
November 30.

International teams usually
tour the New Zealand between

December and March and poor
scheduling where the vagaries of
weather wasn't factored in, has
spoilt the limited overs series.

The ongoing series is being
held during receding monsoon
and there won't be any take-
aways from the series where no
player got enough opportunity
to get into the groove. There isn't
a big sample size of performance
to evaluate but Surya certainly
has been a shining star and Gill
with his phenomenal talent is
making a serious case for him-
self for a permanent place in the
ODI playing eleven.
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Unperturbed by criticism of their conserva-
tive approach to batting in the T20 World

Cup recently, New Zealand coach Gary Stead on
Sunday said there's "still room for pure batsman-
ship" in the slam-bang format.

The Black Caps failed to win a global ICC
white-ball tournament once again when they lost
to Pakistan by seven wickets in the semi-finals
in Australia earlier this month after their bat-
ters failed to fire and managed a modest 152/4.

"I know there's a lot of chat around a num-
ber of players around the world in the T20 game
but, in my opinion, many of the wickets we play
on, it's not just about the game of crash bash the
whole time," the 50-year-old told reporters.

"We have a couple of players with Devon
(Conway) and Kane (Williamson) who proba-
bly put in that crafty kind of batsmanship as
opposed to those crash-bash style from ball one.
There is still a place for those players in my opin-
ion."

"The World Cup in Australia actually
showed a number of times that the batsmanship
side of it comes into it."

England, who became the only team to hold
both the ODI and T20 World Cups titles in the
same cycle, have been successful with the tem-
plate of playing fearless and aggressive cricket
from ball one.

"You have to look at the resources within
your group and then you got to look at what the
gameplan is. Some teams are going down the
method of boundary-hitting the whole time.

"But we showed in a couple of games that
there's a different way of playing as well. The team
selected are the best XV or XI that we had," the
former Kiwi Test batter said, defending their
strategy.

"For us, that's still the way we are playing the
game. That may change again we have to keep

reviewing our style of play and making sure that
we keep up with play."

Stead further said they had a par score
against Pakistan in the semis, but it's their
bowlers who let them down.

"It's more than just batting in T20 cricket,
it's also your bowlers. Pakistan bowled exceed-
ingly well at us, but we had a score that was
potentially defendable. We just didn't start best
with the ball in the game," he said.
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The Kiwi coach hailed India's latest white-

ball sensation Suryakumar Yadav who sizzled
with his powerful performances during the T20
showpiece.

"He makes it look terribly easy at times and
extremely hard to bowl to because he can access
both sides of the ground, he starts from ball one
and puts you under enormous pressure.

"He's very innovative as well, his shots are
a little bit different. He can look up to the field
and have 2-3 options, it makes him very hard
to defend against.

"He's a huge force in world cricket at the
moment. He's probably one of the most sought-
after wickets i would imagine in world cricket,"
he added.
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India opener Shubman Gill
has got an admirer in for-

mer head coach Ravi Shastri
who feels the young batter has
something "regal about him".

Gill has been in good
touch in the ongoing ODI
series. He scored 50 runs in
the first match on Thursday
and came up with an unbeat-
en 45 in the washed out sec-
ond game on Saturday.

"It is great to watch him
play. There is something regal
about him. He is a quality
player and he's going to be
around for a long time
(decade's time)," Shastri said
on Prime Video.

"He has good work ethics,
he trains hard, he's hungry
and he loves this game. He will
continue to play because his
grooming is good, he is always
grounded."

The 23-year-old Gill has

played 14 ODIs since making
his debut in 2019 with 674
runs at an average of 61.27. He
has also featured in 11 Tests
and scored 579 runs.

Talking about Gill's per-
formance on Sunday, Shastri
said,"His emphasis today was
in the timing of the ball.
Sometimes when you are out
of your depth, you want to get
on with it by trying to hit the
ball hard. He was in good con-
trol with good footwork."
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The UAE will host Afgha-
nistan's home games for the

next five years, as per an agree-
ment signed between the two
cricket boards. The move was
prompted by the political situ-
ation in Afghanistan which has
not hosted international teams.

As part of the agreement,
Test-playing nation Afghanistan
will play UAE in a three-match
T20I series in each of the five
years. "We are happy to support
the ACB in ensuring that they
have a home for their cricket,"
general secretary of the Emirates
Cricket Board (ECB) Mubashir
Usmani said in a statement.

"We are also thankful to the
Afghanistan Cricket Board for

agreeing to play a series of T20I
matches against UAE team each
year. "This will provide our
UAE team with invaluable expo-
sure and help in their develop-
ment," he added.

Until now, the Afghanistan
team has been playing and con-
ducting its training sessions on
a series-by-series basis. The
ECB would also provide logis-
tic support to the ACB.

As per the ICC's Future To-
urs Programme (FTP), Afgha-
nistan are set to host Australia,
Pakistan and West Indies in
three ODIs each, as well as
Zimbabwe across formats, next
year leading into the 2023 ODI
World Cup. The matches will be
played across venues in Abu
Dhabi, Dubai and Sharjah.
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Retractable roof stadiums
could be an option but

there's no substitute to playing
cricket under the sun as it
makes the sport a spectacle, feels
New Zealand coach Gary Stead.

Four matches in the recent-
ly-concluded T20 World Cup in

neighbouring Australia were
washed out while the fate of
three were determined by the
Duckworth-Lewis method,
leading to a debate whether
indoor cricket should be
explored by the boards.

"It's very difficult to have
that in New Zealand, we don't
have grounds to be able to do

that," the 50-year-old Stead said
after the second ODI against
India was abandoned because of
persistent showers.

In the six-match white-ball
series in New Zealand, two
matches (1st T20I in Wellington
and Sunday's ODI) were aban-
doned and one game (Napier
T20I) was decided by DLS.

"I guess if there are grounds
available then it has to be con-
sidered. I think it's a spectacle
that everyone tries, is consid-
ered an outside game and
played in the sun as much we
can. I think you still want to
make that happen wherever
possible," the former Kiwi Test
batter added.
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England's cricket team arrived
in Islamabad early Sunday to

play its first Test series in
Pakistan since 2005.

Led by Ben Stokes, England
will kick off the tour in
Rawalpindi -- an adjacent city to
Islamabad -- which hosts the
first Test from next Thursday.
The second Test will be played
at Multan from December 9-13
before England round off the
tour with the final Test at
Karachi from December 17-21.

England had played a seven-
match T20 series in Pakistan
prior to the T20 World Cup in

Australia where it went on to
beat Pakistan in the final.

England was due to tour
Pakistan last year before the T20
World Cup in the United Arab
Emirates but abandoned the
tour due to security concerns
after New Zealand had aborted
its tour to Pakistan just minutes
before the toss in the first ODI
at Rawalpindi.

There were some concerns
over England's Test tour to
Pakistan after former Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan
was wounded in Wazirabad, a
district in eastern Punjab
province, during his protest
against the sitting government.

Pakistan had hosted
England twice in a Test series at
UAE over the last 17 years with
foreign teams reluctant to trav-
el to Pakistan after the Sri Lanka
cricket team was attacked in
Lahore in 2009.

The three-Test series will
be part of World Test Cham-
pionship where Pakistan is sit-
ting in fifth place while Eng-
land is seventh. Pakistan needs
to win the three-Test series to
keep its hopes alive for next
year's final.

Pakistan will be without its
key fast bowler Shaheen Afridi,
who has been ruled out of the
series due to knee injury.
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India could play well only in
patches as Blake Govers

slammed a brilliant hat-trick to
guide Australia to a dominating
7-4 win in the high-scoring
second hockey Test here on
Sunday. Skipper Harmanpreet
Singh struck even before the
home team could settle, firing
India to a third-minute lead with
his precise and powerful penal-
ty corner conversion.

India looked threatening
up front and Harmanpreet
almost converted a second one
but the home team began to call
the shots soon with Govers and
Jack Welch leading the goal
spree.

The Men in Blue dished out
an inspiring show in the third
quarter and trailed by just one
goal at 3-4, but were blown away
in the final 15 minutes due to a
sloppy defense.

India endured its 12th
straight loss to the world num-

ber one side and now need to
win the next two games to keep
the five-match series alive.

The third Test of the World
Cup build-up series will be
played on Wednesday.

Having scored the winning
goals in their close 5-4 victory
in the first Test, Govers was once
again in the thick of action.

He scored his goals in the
12th (PC), 27th and 53rd (penal-
ty) minutes, while Welch
secured his brace with his strikes
in the 17th and 24th minutes.

Jake Whetton (49th) and
Jacob Anderson (48th) were
the other goal scorers for the
Kookaburras led by Eddie
Ockenden, who became the
only seventh player in history to
make at least 400 International
appearances. Hardik Singh
(25th) and Mohammed Raheel
(PC 36th) struck the other two
goals for India, while Harman-
preet completed his brace in the
final minute (60th) of the match
from a penalty.
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LUCKNOW: Akash Mahajan
slammmed a fiery ton and
skipper Mayur Shukla grabbed
five wickets to tharsh
Hindustan Times by 61 runs in
the opening match of Subhash
Mishra Memorial Inter-Media
Cricket tournament at KD
Singh ‘Babu’ Stadium on
Sunday.

Batting first Electronic
Media posted a massive total of
182 runs for the loss of four
wickets in the allotted 20 overs.
Akash scored 116 runs while
Abhishek Mishra made the
contribuion of 33 runs. In
reply, Hindustan Times bun-
dled out for 121 runs in 19.1
overs. Abhinav Shukla and
Anshul scored 42 and 28 runs

respectively. Mayur took five
wickets on the expense on 16

runs. Earlier, ACS Navneet
Sehgal inaugurated the event.
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Brazil are confident that Neymar
will return to lead their bid to win

a sixth World Cup despite the world's
most expensive player suffering an
ankle injury in their opening match
in Qatar.

The Brazil captain came off late on
in Thursday's 2-0 win over Serbia with
what was later diagnosed as a sprained
ankle and has since been ruled out of
their second Group G outing against
Switzerland on Monday.

Doubts have even been raised in
some quarters that he might struggle
to feature again at the tournament,
which finishes with the final in Doha
on December 18.

But defender Marquinhos, who is
also a teammate of the forward at Paris

Saint-Germain, said Neymar has since
been spending his days undergoing
intensive physiotherapy in an attempt
to recover full fitness as soon possi-
ble.

"At the time it was difficult for
him and after the game he was sad
which I think is normal given how
much he has dreamt of this," centre-
back Marquinhos said on Sunday.

"Now, after the tests and the
treatment, he is doing physiotherapy
24 hours a day which shows how
much he wants to be back with us.

"We don't know when, but we
hope it's as soon as possible."

Brazil coach Tite insisted in the
immediate aftermath of the win over
Serbia that the 30-year-old Neymar
would definitely play again at the tour-
nament, but this time he was rather

more measured when pressed on the
subject of the superstar's fitness, as
well as that of right-back Danilo.

"I believe that Neymar and Danilo
are going to play again at this World
Cup. I do. But medically, clinically, I
am in no position to say anything," he
admitted.

"I will keep doing so, not just 
for Neymar but also Danilo. I believe
we are going to be able to use them
again."

A Brazil win against Switzerland
at Doha's Stadium 974 could be
enough for them to secure a place in
the last 16 with one group game to
spare, depending on the result of the
earlier Group G match between
Cameroon and Serbia.

They would then play a last-16 tie
on either December 5 or 6.
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Lionel Messi helped keep
Argentina's World Cup bid
alive with the first goal in

a 2-0 victory over Mexico on
Saturday. Defeat to outsiders
Saudi Arabia in their opening
Group G match in Qatar had left
Argentina on the brink, know-
ing another loss would spell the
end of their tournament
chances.

But the Albiceleste just
edged a disjointed and tetchy
affair against their fellow Latin
Americans at the Lusail stadium
in Doha. And who else but the
mercurial Messi should be the
hero, firing home a low shot
from 20 yards on 64 minutes,
before Enzo Fernandez added a
thunderbolt second goal for
Argentina three minutes from
time.

Messi's goal meant he tied
fellow Argentine icon, the late
Diego Maradona, on eight goals
and 21 appearances at the World
Cup for Argentina. It came a day
after Argentines marked the
second anniversary of Mara-
dona's death.

The goals were two rare
moments of quality in a poor
and tense encounter where the
occasion seemed to get to every-
one, except seven-time Ballon
d'Or winner Messi.

But Argentina still need to
win their final group match
against Poland to guarantee a
place in the knock-out stages.

The first half was an entire-
ly fractious and forgettable affair.

Mexico's back five and
aggressive approach left
Argentina with little space or
time to construct anything.

And the Mexicans never
had enough players forward to
cause their opponents prob-
lems when trying to counter.

The two sets of fans
deserved so much more as they
created a feverish atmosphere in
the Lusail Stadium that was

close to capacity with more
than 88,000 supporters.

But even Messi could make
no inroads, struggling to get on
the ball and even less so in areas
where he could cause damage.

The best early chance saw
big Mexico centre-back Cesar
Montes stab wide a devilish
dead ball delivery from Luis
Chavez. Argentina came closest
when Mexico goalkeeper
Guillermo Ochoa made a hash
of trying to punch away a Messi
free-kick that was curling dan-
gerously towards goal.

The referee's whistle saved
Ochoa as he collapsed to the
ground claiming he was fouled.

That was another feature of
the first period — players rolling
around on the turf clutching
their faces after imagined con-
tact.
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Alexis Vega produced

Mexico's best effort with a fierce
free-kick that Emiliano Martinez
held well in the Argentina goal.

Argentina coach Lionel
Scaloni wasted little time in the
second half to change things up,
bringing on three substitutes by
the 63rd minute, including
Manchester City youngster
Julian Alvarez for the ineffectu-
al Lautaro Martinez. Within a
minute, Messi found space just
over 20 yards from goal to take
a drilled pass from Angel Di
Maria, which he cushioned with
a sublime first touch to then pick
out the bottom corner with a
fierce low drive.

Scaloni immediately swit-
ched to a back three, bringing on
centre-back Cristian Romero
for winger Di Maria.

Mexico coach Gerardo
Martino responded by throwing
on forward Raul Jimenez for a
defender and changed to a 4-3-
3 formation. But substitute
Fernandez had the final say, curl-
ing a delectable strike into the
top far corner.
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Costa Rica snatched a dra-
matic late winner against

Japan on Sunday to blow their
World Cup group wide open
and ease the intense pressure on
embattled Germany.

Japan, who shocked four-
time champions Germany 2-1
in their opener in Qatar, could
have taken a giant stride
towards the last 16 with a win.

But they laboured for large
parts of their game against a
Costa Rica side who were ham-
mered 7-0 by Spain, and were
made to pay when defender
Keysher Fuller scored in the
81st minute with a deflected
strike. The result left Spain,
Japan and Costa Rica all level
on three points in Group E,
with Spain facing Germany in
the late kick-off on Sunday.

"We weren't dead yesterday
and now we are still very much
alive," said Costa Rica coach
Luis Fernando Suarez, whose
team will play Germany on
Thursday.

"Nobody can forget about
us yet so we can still dream."

Japan coach Hajime Mori-
yasu, whose side face Spain in

a daunting final group game,
still fancies their chances of
reaching the knockout round.

"Of course Spain will be
tough but there is a good
chance for us to win," he said.
"We will be well prepared and
will go into the match with con-
fidence."

Japan's defeat means
Germany can breathe a huge
sigh of relief, knowing they can
now lose to Spain and still qual-
ify for the knockouts if results
go their way.

The prospect of an early
German exit — four years after
bowing out at the same stage at
the 2018 finals in Russia — was
practically unthinkable before
the tournament.

Germany coach Hansi
Flick said on Saturday his team
had the quality to bounce back
against a rampant Spain team,
who obliterated Costa Rica.

"We have a team that has
quality, that can implement
the things (we are working on),
and we are very positive about
it," Flick said.

"We need to arrive with
courage and with faith in our
quality for this game against
Spain."
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South Korea coach Paulo
Bento said the team would

see a "different" Son Heung-min
against Ghana on Monday after
the forward got used to his face
mask during their opening
World Cup match.

Son wore the mask during
his side's 0-0 draw against
Uruguay in Group H following
surgery to repair a fracture
around his left eye he suffered
earlier this month while playing
for Tottenham.

Portuguese boss Bento said
he was not worried about his
team's lack of a cutting edge in
the first match ahead of their
second game in Qatar. "It's com-
pletely normal to face some
challenges during the first
game," he said on Sunday.

"As far as Son is concerned,
he was recently injured and he

was also adapting, trying to feel
comfortable with the face mask.

"First he needed to feel at
ease with his teammates and
afterwards with the opponents.
The second game will be differ-
ent. "He has already been able to
play throughout the 90 minutes
and as a team we needed to do
our best so that we can take
advantage of his skills."

Bento warned that Ghana,
who lost their opening match 3-
2 against Cristiano Ronaldo's
Portugal, were strong in defence
and attack but he talked up his
own team.

"We have also players that
are playing in the Premier
League," he said. "We know it
will be a difficult game. We need
to be up to the task such as we
were in the first game and we
expect that we will have better
performances both individual-
ly and collectively."
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Morocco pulled off yet another
World Cup shock, and it was

Belgium's aging "Golden Generation"
that took the hit this time.

The 2-0 upset left Kevin de Bruyne
and the 2018 semifinalists in peril of a
group-stage exit at what is likely the
final World Cup for numerous players
on a team that hasn't been able to win
a major title. Morocco substitute
Abdelhamid Sabiri gave his team the
lead by whipping in a free kick from a
tight angle on the left in the 73rd minute
that got under the body of goalkeeper
Thibaut Courtois — for many, the best
in the world at his position. Zakaria
Aboukhlal then guided a shot into the
roof of the net off a pass from Hakim
Ziyech in stoppage time as Courtois was
beaten again.

Belgium, ranked No. 2 in the
world behind Brazil, had won its last
seven group games at the World Cup
before the upset. It was Morocco's first
win at a World Cup since 1998 and only
its third ever. Belgium would have
become the second team after defend-
ing champion France to qualify for the
knockout stage if it had beaten the
Moroccans but now will play 2018 final-
ist Croatia in what will be a crucial final
group game. Morocco, which thrived
off the deafening support provided by
its fans at Al Thumama Stadium, also
had a goal from a free kick by Ziyech
disallowed in the first half for offside.

Belgium coach Roberto Martinez
put in forward Romelu Lukaku, the
country's record scorer, as a substitute
with less than 10 minutes to go in a des-
perate attempt to get one back when it
was 1-0. Lukaku hadn't played since

October and is only just returning from
a left thigh problem. Belgium reached
the semifinals at the 2018 World Cup
in Russia, driven by goals from Lukaku,
De Bruyne and Eden Hazard, but lost
to eventual champion France. The
Belgians were also impressive early at
last year's European Championship,
eliminating Portugal before losing to
Italy in the quarterfinals. Italy went on
to win that title.

Belgium labored to a 1-0 win over
Canada in its opening game in Qatar,
when the absence of Lukaku was glar-
ing. Belgium again dearly missed the big
striker, who scored four goals at the
2018 World Cup and another four at
Euro 2020dence from a 0-0 draw with
Croatia in its first game and boosted its
chances of reaching the knockout
round for first time since 1986 - the only
time it has ever advanced.
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Gareth Southgate's refusal to
use Phil Foden during

England's drab 0-0 draw
against the United States has
put renewed pressure on the
Three Lions boss ahead of
their decisive World Cup
Group B clash against Wales.

With England labouring to
prise open the well-drilled US
defence at the Al Bayt Stadium
on Friday, it was notable that
Southgate turned to Jack
Grealish and Marcus Rashford
as his attacking changes.

For the second successive
World Cup game, Manchester
City playmaker Foden had
started on the bench.

After a 19-minute cameo
in the 6-2 win over Iran, he was
left kicking his heels as an
unused substitute as England
fell flat against the US.

Foden has been frozen out
by Southgate's preference for
starting Mason Mount behind

striker Harry Kane, with
Bukayo Saka on the right side
of the attack and Raheem
Sterling on the left.

While there were only
muted complaints from fans
and pundits about the 22-year-
old's exile when England
crushed Iran, the spotlight on
Southgate's decision was far
harsher following a lethargic
display in the US stalemate.

"For Phil Foden not to be
playing is a real shame because
he's a massive talent. He's our
best player by a mile," former
England defender Gary Neville
said.

Wayne Rooney, England's
record goalscorer, agrees with
Neville that Foden should be
part of the starting line-up.

"I found it very strange that
Foden did not come on as a
substitute against the USA. He
would be a key part of my start-
ing XI if I were the England
boss," Rooney wrote in the
Times.
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Lionel Scaloni pleaded with
Argentines to show calm

after Lionel Messi helped keep
their World Cup hopes alive
with the first goal in a crucial 2-
0 win over Mexico on Saturday.

Asked about images show-
ing his assistant Pablo Aimar on
the brink of tears during the
game, Scaloni called for some
perspective.

"You have to have some

common sense, it's just a foot-
ball match," he said.

"I received a message from
my brother saying he was cry-
ing and it can't be like that. It's
as if it were more than a foot-
ball match. "I don't share that.
The players must understand it's
a football match. If not, it will
be like this in every match.

"It's hard to make people
understand that the sun will rise
tomorrow, win or lose. What
matters is how you do things."

Scaloni said he for one
wouldn't be celebrating as his
team are still not out of the
water yet. Even with a draw
against Poland, the two-time
champions could still be elim-
inated. "People will think I'm
crazy but fine, we won, we're
celebrating, it happens," he said.

"Tomorrow we have to pre-
pare the game and it's like
when we won the Copa
(America) final and we had to
think about what came next.

"The joy doesn't last long,
you have to maintain balance."

Scaloni also expects group
leaders Poland, who need a
point to ensure their progress to
the last 16, will raise their game
against the Albiceleste.

"Poland are very difficult,
everyone plays differently
(against Argentina). And they
don't just change for Leo
(Messi), but for all the other
players and for the respect for
Argentina."
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Kylian Mbappe's goals took
defending champion

France into the knockout round
of the World Cup. Raphael
Varane's return gave the French
camp an added reason to cele-
brate.

The pre-tournament injury
blues are fading, Les Bleus are
feeling upbeat again and look-
ing like one of the tournament
favorites.

Mbappe's two goals in
Saturday's 2-1 win against
Denmark helped the French
become the first defending
World Cup champions to reach
the round of 16 since Brazil in
2006.

France's night was made

even better by the return of
Varane to the center of defense.
It was the elegant defender's first
game since limping off in tears
after sustaining a hamstring
injury playing for Manchester
United on October 11.

There were genuine fears
his World Cup might be over, or
that he wouldn't be fit enough
to play in Qatar.

But his 88th appearance for
Les Bleus went smoothly.

“I’m very happy, very satis-
fied to be here. I’ve worked very
hard and I enjoyed it a lot,”
Varane said after the game. “It’s
always special to play at a World
Cup, to play for your country.
I’m making the most of it.”

His calming presence,
exceptional reading of the game

and strong heading ability were
on display at Stadium 974,
where he played alongside
Dayot Upamecano.

Varane lasted 75 minutes
without any apparent discom-
fort, before coach Didier
Deschamps gave him a breather
ahead of table-topping France's
final Group D game Wednesday
against Tunisia.

With France already
through, it's a low-pressure
match that gives Deschamps an
opportunity to test another
central defensive partnership
with Varane alongside Ibrahima
Konate — who played in the 4-
1 win against Australia.

Then Deschamps can
decide which pairing he prefers
for the round of 16.
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AL RAYYAN: Andrej
Kramaric scored a pair of goals
and Croatia  crushed Canada's
hopes of advancing at its  first
World Cup in 36 years with a
4-1 victory  on Sunday.

Alphonso Davies scored
Canada's first-ever World Cup
goal seconds into the  match
but the team's trip to soccer's
biggest  tournament will end on
Thursday against  Morocco, the
Group F leaders after a  sur-
prise 2-0 victory over Belgium
earlier in  the day.

Marko Livaja and Lovro
Majer also  scored for Croatia,
the runner-up to France  at the
2018 World Cup in Russia.
Captain  Luka Modric, 37, was
still looking for his first  goal of
the tournament in what is like-
ly his  final World Cup.

Morocco went to the top of
Group F with  its first win at a
World Cup since 1998. But  the
victory meant that the
Canadians  needed a win
against Croatia for a chance  to
reach the knockout stage.
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